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Abstract
Alkyl-substituted anilines have been implicated as important etiological agents in
human carcinogenesis. Specifically, 2,6-dimethylaniline (2,6-DMA), 3,5-dimethylaniline
(3,5-DMA), and 3-ethylaniline (3EA) have been associated with an increased risk of
human bladder cancer, independent of cigarette smoking, in a published case-control study.
Understanding the metabolic activation of and DNA adduct formation by these chemicals is
an important first step in elucidating their mechanisms of carcinogenesis and toxicity.
Cytochrome P450-mediated metabolism was profiled based on the hypothesis that N-
hydroxylated metabolites are critical intermediates in the formation of DNA adducts. This
work was extended to assess in vitro DNA adduct formation with the cell-free and cell-
based assays. Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) was used for detection and semi-
quantification of DNA adducts formed by 14C-labeled alkylanilines. Data indicated 3,5-
DMA formed high levels of DNA adducts, suggesting that it is a potent carcinogen.
Additionally, the levels of adducts exhibited inter-species variation. The effects of phase II
metabolism on adduct formation were evaluated by comparing the results obtained from
the two types of assays and by assessing the effects of phase II enzyme cofactors on the
results of cell-free assay. Results implied that sulfotransferase-mediated metabolism
promotes cytotoxicity and mutagenicity of all three alkylanilines; however, glucuronidation
may provide a protective mechanism. The effects of N-acetyltransferase-mediated
metabolism on DNA adduct formation differed for the three alkylanilines; acetyl-CoA
enhanced adduct formation by 3-EA and 2,6-DMA, but it reduced 3,5-DMA adduct
formation. Human CYP2A6 universally catalyzed the oxidation of all structural isomers of
dimethylanilines and ethylanilines, except 3-EA. In the present work, the hypothesis that 3-
EA is a mechanism-based inactivator toward human P450 2A6 through covalent binding
was examined by using AMS. 3-EA was characterized as a mechanism-based inactivator
with a KI of 34 [tM and a kinact of 0.055 min-f'. Results suggest that 3-EA might be involved
in more than one biological effect in the human body through multiple pathways. Adduct
formation and inhibition of CYP 2A6 by 3-EA might shift the biological effects of other
compounds activated by CYP 2A6 dynamically and kinetically while appearing in the
biological systems simultaneously.
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Title: Underwood Presoctt Professor of Toxicology and Chemistry
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ESI-MS/MS
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UV/Vis
2,6-dimethylaniline
3,5-dimethylaniline
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4-methylpyrazole
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Dimethylaniline
Dimethyl sulfoxide
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Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
Electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry
High pressure liquid chromatography
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N-acetyl-transferases
3'-phosphoadenosine-5'-phosphosulfate
Urindine diphosphate
UDP-glucuronosyltransferases
Urindine diphosphate glucuronic acid
Ultraviolet/Visible
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Chapter One
Introduction and Literature Survey
1.1 Aromatic Amines
1.1.1 Exposure and Biological Adverse Effects
Aromatic amines are used in the production of dyes, vitamins,
pharmaceuticals, and plant-protection agents (1). Commercial production of
aromatic amines began in the mid 19th century in Europe. The discovery of other
pigments by combining aniline with various chemicals initiated the aniline dye
industry. The induction of bladder cancer by certain aromatic amines was first
observed in the workplace, when Rehn documented several cases of bladder cancer
among dye manufactures, which he attributed to aniline exposure (2). Because the
tumors were attributed to aniline exposure, bladder cancers in the dyestuff industry
were referred to as "aniline cancers". This was later determined to be from the
exposure of the dye precursors of aminonaphthylenes and benzidine. After World
War I, the dyestuff industry spread from Germany to many other countries, as did
the induction of bladder tumors in the workplace. Other occupations that used
aromatic amines also showed an increased incidence of bladder cancers (3-5).
Including workers that manufactured rubber using 2-naphthylamine, medical
service personnel using benzidine, tire remolders were exposed to aromatic amine
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vapors, and hairdressers using hair dye. Currently, bladder cancer is one of the most
prevalent cancers in developed countries. The American Cancer Society estimated
60,240 new cases of bladder cancer would be diagnosed and about 12,710 people
would die of it in the United States during 2004. Bladder cancer is almost 3 times
more common among men than women and more common among whites than
blacks. It's the fourth most frequently diagnosed cancer in men and the 10th most
frequently diagnosed cancer in women.
Besides occupational exposure, aromatic amines are also found in tobacco
smoke, which is probably the best identified environmental source of these
compounds. The known human bladder carcinogens, 4-aminobiphenyl (4-ABP) and
2-naphthylamine, are found in cigarette smoke and several biomarker studies have
demonstrated that smokers exhibit levels of exposure to 4-ABP higher than
nonsmokers. The major contributors to the arylamine fraction of cigarette smoke
are single-ring arylamines such as aniline and its methyl, dimethyl, and ethyl
derivatives. These compounds have been detected in human milk from nursing
women smokers. Mononuclear aromatic amines were considered to be less
mutagenic; however, a recent hemoglobin adduct study of dimethyl- and
ethylanilines showed that some of these compounds are highly associated with
bladder cancers. Furthermore, this study also demonstrated that tobacco smoke
does not account for all human exposure to these aromatic amines; environmental
and occupational exposure may account for a significant proportion of nonsmoking-
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related aromatic amine exposure. Specific amines, namely 2,6-dimethylaniline (2,6-
DMA), 3,5-dimethylaniline (3,5-DMA), and 3-ethylaniline (3-EA), are associated
with other important sources other than tobacco smoke. These compounds and their
structural isomers have been used as dyestuffs and pharmaceutical intermediates for
a long time. Out of the six dimethylaniline (DMA) structural isomers, only three,
2,4-, 2,5-, and 2,6-DMAs were found to be carcinogenic in rodents. 2,6-DMA was
reported to be a rat carcinogen in a 102-week study conducted by the US National
Toxicology Program (6). In this study, both male and female CD rats treated with
high dose 2,6-DMA developed papillary adenomas and carcinomas of the nasal
cavity, while only female subjects developed liver neoplastic nodules under high
dose treatment. In another long-term high dose study of 2,5- and 2,5-DMA, male
CD rats and both sexes of HaM/ICR mice treated with 2,5-DMA developed tumors
at one or multiple sites, and only female mice treated with 2,4-DMA developed
lung tumors (7, 8).
Previous studies showed that carcinogenicity of various alkylanilines in rats,
mice, guinea pigs, rabbits, dogs, and monkeys were significantly different. Some
studies related the difference to the respective mechanisms by which the various
species metabolized aromatic amines. As early as the 1930s, dogs were used to
demonstrate the ability of known bladder carcinogens to induce the same tumor in
this species. These studies confirmed that the bladder tumors observed in dog
exposed to 2-naphthylamine closely resembled the bladder tumors seen in
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dyeworkers. In addition, benzidine and 4-APB have also been shown to
consistently produce bladder tumors in dogs. Rodents were widely used to evaluate
a variety of cancers, but not bladder tumor. Certain aromatic amines induced liver,
mammary, and other tumors in rodents but failed to cause bladder cancers in dogs.
By 1970, sufficient target organs and tumor incidence data were available to
conclude a significant species difference in the metabolism of aromatic amines (3,
4,9-16).
Although the mechanism of their carcinogenesis is unclear, cytochrome
P450-mediated oxidation is generally accepted as the first step in a series of
reactions converting the parent compound to a genotoxic nitrenium ion that
covalently binds to biological macromolecules, such as DNA and proteins (Figure
1.1). To date, out of six DMAs and three ethylanilines (EAs), only the metabolism
of 2,6-DMA by human and rat P450s has been studied (8).
1.1.2 Metabolic Activation
Aromatic amine carcinogens are known to exert their biological effects
following metabolic activation to reactive electrophilic intermediates, nitrenium
ions, by binding to DNA. Early work by Miller and others showed that N-
hydroxylation is a prerequisite for carcinogenic activity (17-19). Aromatic amines
such as benzidine, 2-naphthylamine, and 4-ABP are readily N-hydroxylated and are
able to induce bladder cancer in dog and humans. It was initially unclear as to
whether aromatic amines were activated in the liver and then transported to the
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urinary bladder or whenever they were activated upon reaching the bladder mucosa.
Several studies have subsequently shown that N-hydroxylation occurs primarily in
the liver. In most instances, the initial step is believed to be the N-hydroxylation of
aromatic amines by cytochrome P450s which may be further activated via
enzymatic O-esterification, such as sulfation, glucuronidation, and N-acetylation in
human and dog liver (20). These metabolites are stable at neutral pH in blood and
are transferred to the kidney where they are excreted into the urine. The mild acidic
environment of the bladder causes hydrolysis of the conjugated metabolites, freeing
the active N-hydroxyl aromatic amines which are further activated to highly
reactive nitrenium ions (Figure 1.1).
In most species, glucuronidation, acetylation, and oxidation are competing
reactions. N-glucuronidation has been identified as a major metabolism pathway in
both human and dog; in addition, N-acetylation of primary amine is also a major
detoxification pathway in human. Some evidence suggests that O-glucuronided
metabolites are hydrolyzed by urine and formed nitrenium ion in human and dog,
but not rats, which might be attributed to the higher acidic urine of human and dog.
In rodents, N-hydroxylated metabolites that are N-acetylated are thought to be
responsible for the liver tumors induced by aromatic amines. Dog liver is unable to
N-acetylated aromatic amines and thus liver tumors have not been found in dogs
treated with carcinogenic aromatic amines. A relationship between liver tumor
induction and N-acetylation by administering carcinogenic N-hydroxy-N-acetyl
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metabolites to dogs that subsequently developed both bladder tumors and
hepatomas has been established. Very low level of the N-hydroxy-N-
acetylarylamines is formed in human liver which may account for the lack of liver
tumor in human after exposure to aromatic amines.
1.2 Cytochrome P450s
1.2.1 Overview
Cytochrome P450 system ranks first in terms of catalytic versatility and the
sheer number of xenobiotics it detoxifies or activates to reactive intermediates
among the phase I biotransforming enzymes (21-23). In prokaryotes, P450s are
soluble proteins; however, in eukaryotes, they are usually bound to the endoplasmic
reticulum or inner mitochondrial membranes. The highest concentration of P450
enzymes involved in xenobiotics transformation is fond in liver endoplasmic
reticulum (microsomes), but P450 enzymes are present in virtually all tissues, such
as 2El, 3A4, 3A5, and 1Al are primarily extrahepatic. P450 IB1 is present in most
tumor cells. Microsomal and mitochondrial P450s play key roles in determining the
intensity and duration of action of drugs and the detoxification of xenobiotics. All
P450 enzymes are heme-containing proteins. The heme iron in cytochrome P450
(CYP) is usually in the ferric state (Fe3+). When reduced to the ferrous (Fe2+), The
complex between ferrous cytochrome P450 can bind ligands such as 02 and carbon
monoxide (CO). The complex between ferrous cytochrome P450 and CO absorbs
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light maximally at 450 nm, from which cytochrome P450 (CYP) derives its name.
The absorbance maximum of the CO complex differs slightly among different
CYPs and ranges from 447 to 452 nm. Their amino sequences of CYPs are
extremely diverse, but their structural fold has remained the same throughout
evolution. Highest structural conservation is found in the core of the protein around
the heme and reflects a common mechanism of electron and proton transfer and
oxygen activation. The conserved core is formed of a four-helix bundle, two sets of
,3-sheets, and a coil called the 'meander'. The most variable regions are associated
with amino terminal anchoring, targeting of membrane-bound protein, substrate
binding, or substrate recognition. Thousands of P450s have been characterized.
P450 superfamily genes are subdivided and classified following recommendations
of a nomenclature committee on the basis of amino-acid identity, polygenetic
criteria, and gene organization. The root symbol CYP is followed by a number for
families with more than 40% amino-acid sequence identity, a letter for subfamilies
which have more than 55% identity, and a number for the gene. However, a
nomenclature system based on structure does not guarantee that structurally related
proteins in different species will perform the same function (24-26). All mammalian
species contain two P450 enzymes belonging to the CYPlA subfamily, and in all
cases these are known as CYPlAI and CYPIA2, because the function and
regulation of these enzymes are highly conserved among mammalian species. The
same is true of CYP I B 1 and CYP2E1. In other words, these are not species-specific
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names but rather names given to proteins in all mammalian species. In all other
cases, functional and evolutionary relationships are not immediately apparent;
hence, the P450 enzymes are named in species-specific manner and the names are
assigned in chronological order regardless of the species of origin. For instance,
human liver microsomes express CYP2A6, but this is the only functional member
of the CYP2A subfamily found in the human liver. The other members of this
subfamily, such as CYP2A1 to CYP2A5) are the names given to rat and mouse
proteins, which were sequenced before human CYP2A6. With the exception of
CYP1Al, 1A2, IBI, and 2El, the name of all of the other CYPs in human liver
microsomes refer specifically to human P450 enzymes.
1.2.2 Mechanism of P450 Catalysis
Mixed-function oxidations were first observed in the late 1940s, but the
enzymology was not characterized for a number of years. Details of the
mechanisms by which P450s function, especially in plants, are not yet completely
understood. P450s are heme-thiolate proteins; their most conserved structural
features are related to heme binding and common catalytic properties, the major
feature being a completely conserved cysteine serving as the fifth ligand to the
heme iron. Nowadays most scientists agree that oxidation by P450s are through an
oxidation cycle which begins with P450 iron in the ferric state. In step 1, the
substrate binds to the enzyme, somewhere near the distal region of the heme. This
step may or may not involve a change in the iron spin state. The electrons are
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donated from NADPH via the accessory flavoprotein NADPH-P450 reductase, with
the flow going from the reductase prosthetic group FAD to FMN to the P450.
Ferrous P450 binds 02 (step 3). This complex is unstable and can generate ferric
iron and superoxide anion, 02 - . The Fe2+*O 2 complex has been observed in
microsomal P450s, but beyond this step, the characterization of intermediates is less
certain. A second electron enters the system in step 4 that may come from NADPH-
P450 reductase or, in some cases, from cytochrome bs. A proton is added in step 5,
and the O-O bond is cleaved in step 6, generating H20 and Fe0 3÷. In step 7, the
electron-deficient complex either abstracts a hydrogen atom or an electron from the
substrate or else forms a sigma complex with the substrate. A subsequent collapse
of the intermediate or intermediate pair in step 8 generates the product. In step 9,
the product dissociates from the enzyme (Figure 1.2) (27-30).
1.2.3 Human Cytochrome P450 1A2, 2A6, and 2E1
Human liver microsomes usually contain 15 or more CYPs (CYPIA1, 1A2,
1B1, 2A6, 2B6, 2C8, 2C9, 2C18, 2C19, 2D6, 2E1, 3A4, 3A5, 3A7, 4A9, and 4All)
that biotransform xenobiotics and/or endogenous substrates. Concentrations of
these CYPs in human liver are extensively different and summarized in Table 1 (31).
Some P450 enzymes, such as CYPIAl and CYPlBl, are expressed at very low
levels in human liver, which contribute negligible hepatic biotransformation of
xenobiotics. Human cytochrome P450 1A2, 2A6 and 2El are known for their
involvement in the bioactivation of aromatic amines, even though the mechanism
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details are not yet elucidated (19, 32, 33).
1.2.3.1 Human CYPIAJ and CYPIA2
All mammalian species apparently possess two inducible CYP1A enzyme,
namely CYPIAl and CYP1A2. Human liver microsomes contain relatively
high levels of CYP1A2, but not of CYP1A1, which are widely detectable in
human lung, intestine, skin, lymphocytes, and placenta and also highly
inducible by cigarette smoking, charcoal-broiled meat, cruciferous vegetables,
and omeprazole. However, 1A2 is not expressed in extrahepatic tissues. Both
CYP1Al and 1A2 are inhibited by a-naphthoflavone. Ellipticine preferentially
inhibits CYPIAl, whereas furafylline is a specific inhibitor of CYPI1A2 (34).
In contrast to CYPIAl, CYPI1A2 is not expressed in extrahepatic tissues.
CYP1A2 catalyzes the N-hydroxylation of aromatic amines, such as 4-ABP
and 2-aminonaphthalene, which in many cases represents the initial step in the
conversion of aromatic amines to tumorigenic metabolites (35, 36).
1.2.3.2 Human CYP2A6
CYP 2A6 was identified as the major coumarin 7-hydroxylase in human and it
has also been reported to be a major hepatic P450 metabolizing tobacco-
specific nitrosamines and nicotine, which has been recognized as the addictive
agent in cigarettes and also possibly responsible for adverse health
consequences (37, 38). According to previous metabolism studies of DMA,
human CYP2A6 universally metabolizes all DMAs to their N-hydroxylated
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metabolites which have been considered to be the active intermediates
forming biological macromolecule adducts (see section 1.4) (32, 39).
1.2.3.3 Human CYP2EJ
CYP2E 1 was first identified as the microsomal ethanol oxidizing system (40).
In addition to ethanol, CYP2E1 catalyzes the biotransformation of a large
number halogenated alkanes (33, 41, 42). CYP 2El is expressed constitutively
in human liver and also in extrahepatic tissues, such as the kidney, lung,
lymphocytes, and bone marrow, and the enzyme is inducible by ethanol and
isoniazid. The levels of CYP2E1 are by no means constant among individuals,
but they do not exhibit large inter-individual variation characteristic of other
CYPs. CYP2E1 can activate acetaminophen to the hepatotoxic metabolite, N-
acetyl-benzoquinoneimine. This mechanism by which alcohol potentates the
hepatotoxic effect of acetaminophen is thought to involve increased activation
of acetaminophen due to the induction of CYP2E1 and decreased inactivation
due to a lowering of glutathione levels (43).
1.2.4 Gender Differences
In mature rats, the levels of certain P450 enzymes are sexually differentiated.
They are higher in either male or female rats. Male-specific enzymes include CYP
2A2, CYP 2C 11, CYP2C 13, CYP 3A2, and CYP4A2. The only known female-
specific P450 enzyme is CYP2C12, although the levels of several other P450
enzymes are greater in female than male rats, including CYP2A1, CYP2C7, and
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CYP2E1. These gender-related differences in P450 enzyme expression are due in
large part of sex differences in the pattern of secretion of growth hormone, which is
pulsatile in male rats and more or less continuous in females. Treatment of mature
male rats with various xenobiotics perturbs the pattern of growth hormones
secretion and causes a partial "feminization" of P450 enzyme expression, which
includes decreased expression of CYP2C11. Gender differences in the expression
of P450 enzymes occur to a limited extent in mice, but no marked gender
differences in dogs, monkeys, or human (44, 45).
1.2.5 Covalent Adduction to Cytochrome P450
A vast number of enzymes have been documented to undergo suicide or
mechanism-based inactivation. Two pathways for the mechanism-based destruction
of P450s have been characterized. One pathway involves the modification of the
heme; and the other involves the covalent modification of the protein moiety by a
reactive metabolite. In brief, mechanism-based inhibitors undergo catalytic
processing by the P450, resulting in the generation of a reactive intermediate which
modifies the P450 apoprotein and/or heme. Mechanism-based inactivation is a
useful tool for studying the structure-function relationships of individual P450
enzyme (46, 47). Inactivators are used to determine the orientation of the heme in
the P450 active site and have aided in identifying portions of the P450 apoprotein
involved in substrate binding. Identification of the site of covalent modification has
been approached using a radiolabeled mechanism-based inhibitor, isolating
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radiolabeled fragments of the covalently modified protein after proteolysis, and
identifying the bound amino acid residues chemically or by mass spectrometry.
Several criteria are necessary to prove that an inhibitor behaves in a mechanism-
based fashion: (1) time- and concentration-dependent inactivation, (2) NADPH and
inhibitor dependence, (3) substrate protection, (4) irreversibility of the inactivation,
and (5) a 1:1 stoichiometry in the adduction of the reactive species to the
apoprotein, the heme, or both. Usually one of these mechanisms predominates with
most mechanism-based inactivators, but it is conceivable that two or all three
mechanisms could concurrently contribute to a similar extent to the overall
inactivation process.
1.3 Phase HI Conjugation
1.3.1 Glucuronidation
Glucuronidation is a major pathway of xenobiotic biotransformation in
mammalian species except for members of the cat family. Glucuronide conjugates
of xenobiotics and endogenous compounds are polar, water-soluble conjugates that
are eliminated from the body in urine or bile, depending on the size of aglycone.
Molecular weight cutoffs for the preferred route of excretion, urine or bile, vary
among mammalian species. Glucuronidation requires the cofactor uridine
diphosphate-glucuronic acid (UDP-glucuronic acid) (Figure 1.3 (1)), and the reaction
is catalyzed by UDP-glucuronosyltransferases (UGTs), which are located in the
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endoplasmic reticulum of liver and other tissues, such as the kidney, intestine, skin,
brain, spleen, and nasal mucosa. The site of glucuronidation is generally an
electron-rich nucleophilic heteroatom (O, N, or S). Substrates for glucuronidation
contain such functional groups as aliphatic alcohols and phenols, carboxylic acid,
primary and secondary aromatic and aliphatic amines, and free sulfhydryl groups.
In humans and monkeys, more than thirty tertiary amines, including tripelennamine,
cyclobenzaprine and imipramine, are substrates for N-glucuronidation, which leads
to the formation of positively charged quaternary glucuronides. The C-terminus of
all UDP-glucuronosyltransferases contains a membrane-spanning domain that
anchors the enzymes in the endoplasmic reticulum. The enzyme faces the lumen of
the endoplasmic reticulum, where it is ideally placed to conjugate lipophilic
xenobiotics and their metabolites generated by cytochrome P450 and other
microsomal phase I enzymes (48).
In some cases, glucuronidation represents an important event in the toxicity of
xenobiotics. For example, the aromatic amines that cause bladder cancer, such as 4-
ABP and 2-aminonaphthalene, undergo N-hydroxylation in the liver followed by N-
glucuronidation of the resultant N-hydroxyaromatic amine. The N-glucuronides,
which accumulate in the urine of the bladder, are unstable in acidic pH, and thus are
hydrolyzed to the corresponding unstable, tumorigenic N-Hydroxyaromatic amines
(Figure 1.1) (49). A similar mechanism may be involved in colon tumor formation
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by aromatic amines, although in this case hydrolysis of the N-glucuronide is
probably catalyzed by 3-glucuronidase in intestinal microflora.
1.3.2 Sulfation
Many xenobiotics and endogenous substrates that undergo O-glucuronidation
also undergo sulfate conjugation, such as acetaminophen. Sulfate conjugation
generally produces a highly water-soluble sulfuric acid ester. The reaction is
catalyzed by sulfotransferase, a large multigene family of soluble cytosolic enzymes
found primarily in the liver, kidney, intestinal tract, lung, platelets, and brain. The
cofactor for the reaction is 3'-phosphoadenosine-5'-phosphosulfate (PAPS) (Figure
1.3 (2)). Sulfate conjugation involves the transfer of sulfonate not sulfate from PAPS
to the xenobiotic. Sulfation is not limited to phenols and aliphatic alcohols,
although these represent the largest group of substrates for sulfotransferases.
Certain aromatic amines, such as aniline and 2-aminonaphthalene, can undergo
sulfate conjugation to the corresponding sulfamates. The N-oxide group in
minoxidil and the N-hydroxy group in N-hydroxy-2-aminonaphthalene and N-
hydroxy-2-acetylaminofluorene can also be sulfated. In all cases, this type of
conjugation involves nucleophilic attack of oxygen or nitrogen on the electrophilic
sulfur atom in PAPS with cleavage of the phosphosulfate bond. Sulfoconjugation of
the N-hydroxyl metabolites yields O-sulfate esters, which presumably are the
ultimate carcinogenic species. Loss of SO42 from the foregoing sulfate conjugates
generates electrophilic nitrenium species, which may react with nucleophilic groups,
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e.g., NH2, OH, or SH, in biomacromoleculars (Figure 1.1). The consequences of this
are cellular toxicity or alteration of genetic code material, leading eventually to
cancers.
Sulfate conjugates of xenobiotics are excreted mainly in urine. Those
excreted in bile may be hydrolyzed by aryl sulfatases present in gut microflora,
which contributes to the enterohepatic circulation of certain xenobiotics. Sulfatases
are also present in the endoplasmic reticulum and lysosomes, where they primarily
hydrolyzed sulfates of endogenous compounds presumably in a manner analogous
to 3-glucuronidase. The relatively low concentration of PAPS limits the capacity for
xenobiotic sulfation. In general, sulfation is a high-affinity but low-capacity
pathway of xenobiotic conjugation, whereas glucuronidation is a low-affinity but
high-capacity pathway (50, 51).
1.3.3 Acetylation
N-Acetylation is a major route of biotransformation for xenobiotics containing
an aromatic amine or a hydrazine group, which are converted to aromatic amides
and hydrazides, respectively (52). However, xenobiotics containing primary
aliphatic amines are rarely substrate for N-acetylation. Like methylation, N-
acetylation masks an amine with a nonionizable group, so that many N-acetylated
metabolites are less water soluble than the parent compounds. Nevertheless, N-
acetylation of certain xenobiotics, such as isoniazid, facilitates their urinary
excretion. The N-acetylation of xenobiotics is catalyzed by N-acetyl-transferases
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(NAT) and requires the cofactor acetyl-coenzyme (acetyl-CoA) (Figure 1.3 (3)). The
reaction occurs in two sequential steps. In the first step, the acetyl group from
acetyl-CoA is transferred to an active site cysteine residue within an NAT with
release of coenzyme A. In the second step, the acetyl group is transferred from the
acylated enzyme to the amino group of the substrate with regeneration of the
enzyme. For strongly basic amines, the first step is the rate-determining step of N-
acetylation, whereas for weakly basic amines, the reaction rate is determined by the
second step. Aromatic amines can be both activated and deactivated by NAT. N-
acetyl-transferases detoxify aromatic amines by converting them to the
corresponding amides because aromatic amides are less likely than aromatic amines
to be activated to DNA-reactive metabolites by CYPs (see 1.2) and UDP-
glucuronosyltransferase. However, NAT can activate aromatic amines if they are
first N-oxylated by cytochrome P450, because they can also function as O-
acetyltransferases and convert N-hydroxyaromatic amines to acetoxy esters, like the
corresponding sulfate ester (see 1.3.2), can break down to form highly reactive
nitrenium and carbonium ions that bind to DNA.
NAT are cytosolic enzymes found in liver and also in other tissues of most
mammalian species, except dog and fox. Unlike other biotransforming enzymes, the
number of NAT is limited. Human only expresses two N-acetylation, NAT1 and
NAT2, whereas mouse expresses three distinct forms of the enzymes. NAT1 and
NAT2 are closely related proteins with 79-95% identical in amino acid sequence
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and an active site cysteine residue in the N-terminal region. NATI and NAT2 are
independently regulated proteins; NATI is expressed in most tissues of the body,
but NAT2 is mainly expressed in liver and intestine. NAT 1 and NAT2 have different
but overlapping of substrate specificities.
Genetic polymorphisms in NAT2 have been reported to influence
susceptibility to aromatic amine-induced bladder and colon cancer (53, 54). Bladder
cancer is thought to be caused by bicyclic aromatic amines, whereas colon cancer is
thought to be caused by heterocyclic aromatic amines. Slow NAT2 acetylators are at
an increased risk for amine-induced bladder cancer is supported by the finding that
dogs, which are poor acetylators, are highly prone to aromatic amine-induced
bladder cancer. By comparison, fast NAT2 acetylators appear to be at increase risk
for colon cancer from heterocyclic aromatic amines (20, 55-57).
1.4 DNA Adducts
1.4.1 Overview
The reaction of chemical carcinogens with DNA appears to be one of the
earliest events in the initiation phase of cancers (58). These DNA reactions can be
base-and position-specific, are affected by sequence context, and are repaired at
different rates depending on whether or not they are on the transcribed or
nontranscribed strand of DNA and which nucleotide sequence is modified. The
presence of a DNA adduct in a critical gene provides the potential for the
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occurrence of a mutagenic event, resulting in subsequent alterations in gene
expression and a loss of growth control. A substantial period of time is required for
a tumor to become evident, and DNA damage is considered to be necessary but not
sufficient for tumorigenesis since other events, such as mutagenesis and cell
proliferation, also take place.
DNA adducts represent excellent biomarkers for determining the extent of
damage to the genetic material, which has long been of interest in understanding the
mechanism of carcinogenesis and in the assessment of cancer risk posed by various
chemicals or processes. In order to assess the potency of acrylanilines as human
mutagens and carcinogens, appropriate biomarkers have been developed for
carcinogen biomonitoring. These include DNA adducts, hemoglobin adducts,
protein adducts, and urinary excretion products (59-67). DNA adducts have been
studied intensively in cancer research because of their significance in tumor
initiation and their utility as biomarkers for exogenous and endogenous carcinogen
exposure. Analysis of carcinogen-DNA adducts in target tissues and surrogate cells
are essential not only for quantifying biologically relevant doses of carcinogens, but
also for establishing and validating correlations between exposure and cancer risk.
The levels of DNA adducts in human tissue represent a dynamic process depending
on a number of factors; these include the intensity and the time point of exposure,
activation and detoxification mechanisms, and the repair of adducts through DNA
repair and/or cell turnover. Various methods have been developed for quantitation
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of DNA adducts. The most commonly used ones are 32P-postlabeling, HPLC
coupled with electrochemical detection, and mass spectrometric (MS) measurement.
HPLC/fluorescence detection, immunoassays, and accelerator mass spectrometry
(AMS) (see 1.5) are also widely applied for DNA adduct quantitation.
1.4.2 Pathways of Adduct Formation
Reaction of chemical carcinogens with DNA, either directly or after metabolic
activation, typically involves covalent binding of an electrophilic carcinogen with
nucleophilic sites on purines and pyrimidines (Figure 1.4). One typical example of
bioactivation is conversion of alkenes to epoxides by cytochrome P450. The most active
sites on DNA are nitrogen atoms at position 7 of guanine and position 3 of adenine. DNA
adducts may be introduced from either exogenous sources or produced in vivo
endogenously through processes such as lipid peroxidation and oxidative stress.
1.4.3 Aromatic Amine-DNA Adduct
Induction of mutations in critical target genes is regarded as an essential feature in
the multi-step process of tumorigenesis. With aromatic amines formation of hepatic
tumors in mice is correlated with G to T transversions at codon 61 in the Ha-ras
protooncogene. For instance, the N-acetoxy derivatives of all DMA and EA structural
isomers are able to react with deoxyguanosine (dG) to form dG C-8 adducts. In addition,
2,6-DMA formed adducts in Salmon testes DNA at N-6 position of deoxyadenosine, and
also N-2 and 0-6 positions of dG (18, 68-70).
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1.5 Accelerator Mass Spectrometry
1.5.1 Overview
Accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) is an ultra-sensitive technique for
isotopic analysis in which atoms extracted from a sample are ionized; accelerated to
high energies; separated according to their momentum, charge, and energy; and
then individually counted after identification of having correct atomic number and
mass. The principal difference between AMS and conventional mass spectrometry
(MS) lies in the energies at which the ions are accelerated. In MS, the energies are
thousands of electron volts, whereas in AMS, they are millions of electron volts
obtained by using ion accelerators originally designed for nuclear physics research.
The benefit of applying higher energies is that AMS can reach 105 higher sensitivity
than most MS systems which has enabled AMS to be used to isotopic ratios for
specific elements to a level of 1 in 1015. AMS measures isotope ratios with high
selectivity, sensitivity (attomole level), and precision (0.5-10%), depending on
isotope levels and preparation methods (71-73).
1.5.2 Instrumentation
In biomedical AMS studies, the main area of interest is isotope quantitation.
The AMS instrument is complex because, for example with 14C measurements,
interfering ions with the same mass-to-charge ratio, such as 13CH2 and 12CH 2, need
to be eliminated. A tandem Van De Graaff accelerator generates the high voltages
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that are required to accelerate the negative carbon ions that are initially formed.
These are converted, by passage through a molecular dissociator foil or stripper
argon gas, into positively charged ions by the removal of electrons. The mass
analyzer selects ions with the correct mass and energy and individual isotopic ions
are quantified in a gas ionization detector through characteristic energy loss (Figure
1.5). The 12C or 13C ions are measured as an electrical current in Faraday cups to
provide the isotope ratio for each sample. To measure the concentration of an
isotope, samples must be converted to a form that is compatible with the ion source.
For 14C, organic material is generally converted into elemental carbon, and recently
the introduction of samples into the ion source as gaseous 1 4CO 2 has been done,
allowing AMS to be used as an online detector through direct coupling to a gas or
liquid chromatography (GC/AMS or LC/AMS) system. Application in Biological
Research
AMS has evolved into a powerful and sophisticated analytical tool with wide
ranging applications, such as archeology, physics, material science, and life science.
AMS is a relatively new technique for biological research (74). One of the major
studies accomplished by AMS has been the carcinogenic heterocyclic amines
formed in meat and fish cooked at high temperature (75). A highly successful
application of AMS is in the detection of reactive metabolites that have become
covalently bound to proteins or DNA in tissues after dosing with radiolabeled
potential carcinogens (75-85). The high sensitivity of AMS is a direct consequence
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of the fact that AMS selects and counts 14C atoms in a sample based on mass alone,
and does so rapidly and with relatively high efficiency. Besides the absolute
sensitivity, isotope measurements by AMS can be undertaken with smaller sample
sizes, lower specific activities, and smaller quantities of isotope than has been
practical with decay counting. Therefore AMS provides a unique capability for
quantification of DNA adducts following very low dose exposures or in small
samples (84, 86, 87). This technique is being used in laboratory animal studies with
well defined exposure to allow the quantification of adducts occurring at human
occupational, dietary, or environmental levels. This fulfills the needs of parallel
comparison of laboratory animal studies and human studies. Now, AMS has been
applied in aromatic amines. For instance, 2-amino-3,8-dimethylimidazo [4,5-f]
quinoxaline (MelQx), a heterocyclic amine, formed at very low levels (1-45 ppb)
during the cooking of meat, causes an increased incidence of colon tumors when
given chronically to rats. It is therefore important to establish if MelQx can also
bind covalently to DNA in human colon. When low doses of [14C]MelQx (21.3 mg,
159 kBq) were given to patients with colon cancer 3.5-6 h before surgery, the DNA
extracted from normal and tumor tissue showed a similar level of DNA damage.
Although low (-26 adducts per 1012 nucleotides), the extent of adduction was
higher than that detected in rats or mice given an equivalent dose, suggesting that
human colon might be more sensitive to the genotoxic effects of MelQx.
Laboratory animal studies sometimes are very difficult to interpret relative to
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human risk when metabolic, physiological, and dose differences between animals
and human are not well understood (75). Because of its ultra-sensitivity, AMS also
facilitates direct measurement of carcinogen metabolism, tissue distribution, and
macromolecular adduct formation in humans at typical human exposure levels by
administrating a low dose of radiolabeled compound. The value of AMS in this
study is that it enables the types of tracer experiments that are crucial for isolating
adducts of unknown structure so that their identities can by established by
conventional methods.
AMS has also been successfully used for a DNA adduct study of Tamoxifen, a
highly effective adjuvant therapy for breast cancer in women (88). However, long-
term treatment with tamoxifen results in a small increase in the incidence of
endometrial cancers. By using AMS, the mechanisms of tamoxifen activation and
levels of DNA damage in the liver and uterus of rats and humans have been
elucidated better. This has enabled risk assessments to be made for women taking
this drug therapeutically.
1.6 Overview
The work presented in the following chapters explored the biological plausibility of
human bladder carcinogenesis induced by three alkylanilines, 2,6-DMA, 3,5-DMA, and
3-EA, by studying their bioactivation and DNA adduct formation. It is postulated that,
with metabolic activation by P450s, N-hydroxyl-alkylanilines covalently bind to macro
biomolecules, such as DNA and protein implicating as possible mechanisms of their
33
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carcinogenicity and mutagenicity. Metabolism profiles of six DMA and three EA isomers
in human and rat are described in Chapter Two. This chapter was aimed at exploring the
possible structural factors influencing the toxic potential of these isomeric compounds by
comparing their metabolic fate. In addition, forming covalent bond between the enzyme
and a reactive intermediate during metabolism has been postulated as an alternative
pathway of the biological adverse effects of alkylanilines (see Chapter Three). On the
basis of in vitro metabolism study in Chapter Two, detection and semi-quantitation of in
vitro DNA adducts was pursued (Chapter Four) in order to depict the relationship
between in vitro metabolism and DNA adduct formation of these three alkylanilines. By
using 14C labeled alkylanilines and the AMS technique, detection and semi-quantitation
of trace DNA and protein adducts have been accomplished in this thesis. Conclusion,
prospective, and future research are presented in Chapter Five.
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Table 1.1 Concentration of Individual P450 Enzyme in Human Liver microsomes (30)
Speci tnt(p m/g proteini
P450 ENZYME SOURCE~ u(1 StOU (2) SOURCE (3)
CYPIA2 45 42 15
CYP2A6 68 42 12
CYP286 39 1.0 3.0
CYP2C8 64c.....CYP2C9 96
CYP2C.8 <2.5
CYP2C09 19
CYP2D6 10 5.0 15
CYP2EI 49 22
CYP3A4 108 98 40
CYP$A5 1.0
TCYTAL 534 344
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Figure 1.2 Oxidation cycle of P450s (30)
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Figure 1.3 Structure of cofactors for phase II biotransformation of N-hydroxylated aromatic amines
(1) Acetyl coenzyme A, (2) 3'-Phosphoadenosine-5'-phosphosulfate (PAPS), and (3) Uridine-5'-
diphospho-ca-D-glucuronic acid (UDP-GA).
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Figure 1.5 Diagram of Accelerator Mass Spectrometer
An accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) system is used for the quantitation of a wide variety of isotopes.
The sensitivity of AMS is due to several key features of the instrumentation and methodology, particularly
the following: (a) negative ions are produced in the ion source, which eliminates 14N as an interfering
isobar in 14C analysis; (b) electron stripping removes molecular ions and favors the transmission of atomic
species; (c) the ions are accelerated to very high energies in the tandem Van de Graaff accelerator to a
resolution of one electron; and (d) the gas ionization detector measures an energy drop. By giving the high
energies, it can detect single atoms.
CO 2 was produced by an IR laser pulse on the sample which has been deposited onto CuO bed 
previously.
A beam of positive cesium ions is focused on the CO2 air stream producing negative carbon ions which are
sorted through a low-energy mass analyzer before entering the Van der Graaff generator. The negative ions
are accelerated to high velocities and strike atoms of the molecular foil which generates positively charged
14C. The beam is resolved by high-energy mass analyzer. Only the 14 C with the appropriate positive charge
can be transmitted and detected in a gas ionization chamber. Off-axis Faraday cups are positioned to collect
12C and 13C ions. Results are expressed as 14C: 13C or 14C:12C ratios.
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Chapter Two
In vitro Bioactivation of 3-Ethylaniline, 3,5-Dimethylaniline,
and 2,6-Dimethylaniline and Formation of DNA Adducts
2.1 Abstract
Alkyl-substituted anilines are implicated as important etiological agents in
human carcinogenesis. In a published case-controlled study, 3-ethylaniline (3-EA),
3,5-dimethylaniline (3,5-DMA), and 2,6-dimethylaniline (2,6-DMA) were associated
with an increased risk for human bladder cancers, independently of cigarette
smoking. An important initial step in understanding the carcinogenic mechanisms of
these compounds is that of elucidating their bioactivation processes that subsequently
lead to DNA adduct formation. We hypothesize that N-hydroxylated metabolites are
critical intermediates in the formation of DNA adducts by these compounds.
Therefore, in the present study, we examined cytochrome P450-mediated
metabolism of 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA using recombinant cytochrome P450
isozymes from human, rat, mouse, and dog, and using human and rat liver
microsomes for bioactivation. To investigate the relationship between metabolic
activation by Phase I oxidation and DNA adduct formation, we also examined in
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vitro DNA adduct formation in a co-incubation assay with liver S9 fractions. The
14C-labeled alkylaniline DNA adducts were detected and quantified using accelerator
mass spectrometry. The biochemical details of activation and DNA adduct formation
were evaluated by monitoring the effects of chemical inhibitors or monoclonal
antibodies on adduct formation in the bioactivation assay. Our results concerning the
bioactive metabolites of 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA are described, as is the
evidence for formation of DNA adducts by reactive alkylaniline intermediates in
vitro.
2.2 Introduction
Aromatic amines are used in the production of certain dyes, vitamins,
pharmaceutical compounds, and plant-protection agents (1). Commercial production of
Aromatic amines began over 100 years ago in Europe with the synthesis of a mauve
pigment from anilines, and the discovery that other pigments could be made by
combining aniline with various other chemicals initiated the aniline dye industry.
Polycyclic aromatic amines have been viewed as possible carcinogens since 1895,
when Rehn documented several cases of bladder cancer among dye manufacturers and
attributed the cancers to anilines (2, 3).
Tobacco smoke is probably the major enviromnental source of aromatic amine
exposure. Cigarette smoke contains the known human bladder carcinogens 4-
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aminobiphenyl (4-ABP) and 2-naphthylamine, and several biomarker studies have
demonsirated that 4-ABP exposure levels are higher in smokers than in nonsmokers.
However, tobacco smoke does not account for all human exposure to aromatic amines;
other environmental and occupational factors may account for a significant percentage
of non-smoking-related exposure (4-7).
The alkylanilines, an aromatic amine subset, act as carcinogens in a variety of
mammals, primarily at the sites of alkylaniline metabolism (8). Previous studies in
mice, guinea pigs, rabbits, dogs, and monkeys have shown that the carcinogenicities of
various alkylanilines vary among different species. This variation across species may
be due to differences in alkylaniline metabolism in these species (9-16), since aromatic
amines generally must undergo metabolic "activation" to exert their genotoxic effects.
Although the associated carcinogenic mechanisms remain unclear, cytochrome P450-
mediated oxidation is widely accepted as the initial step in a series of reactions that
converts a parent amine into a reactive intermediate; this intermediate forms covalent
bonds with biological macromolecules, thereby triggering adverse biological
outcomes. The primary intermediate of this activation process can be formed either
through enzymatic N-hydroxylation of the aromatic amine or by simple protonation of
the aromatic amine under acidic conditions to form an activated amine. As a reactive
47
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electrophile, the activated compound attacks a nucleophilic site on DNA, forming a
covalent adduct.
All N-acetoxy derivatives of dimethylanilines (DMAs) and ethylanilines (EAs)
react with deoxyguanosine (dG) to form adducts on C8 of dG. These adducts might
induce transversion or transition mutations of the guanine base to thymine or adenine,
respectively. Other nucleophilic sites in DNA that are also capable of forming
alkylaniline adducts are C8 and N6 of adenine and N2 and 06 of guanine (17-19). N-
oxidized alkylanilines can also form stable hemoglobin (Hb) adducts, creating a useful
biomarker for alkylaniline exposure. In an epidemiological study, Hb adducts of all N-
hydroxylated DMAs and EAs were found in human blood (20).
Although different alkylanilines may have structural similarities, their adducts
can have different mutational effects on DNA. A considerable body of evidence
suggests that this phenomenon is caused by differences in the local DNA conformation
induced by the presence of the different adducts. Among the six DMA structural
isomers, only 2,4-, 2,5-, and 2,6-DMA have been found to be carcinogenic in rodents.
2,6-DNA was shown to be a rat carcinogen in a 102-week study conducted by the U.S.
National Toxicology Program. The different structural parameters of the DMA isomers
may contribute to their different metabolic fates and detoxification kinetics, and may
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thus be the mechanistic basis for differences in their mutagenic and carcinogenic
potencies.
Although the metabolism of 2,6-DMA in human and rat has been described in
detail, the metabolic profiles of other DMAs and EAs are not well understood (21, 22).
In a previous, case-controlled study, a positive association was found between levels of
Hb adducts of these compounds and risk of human bladder cancers, independent of
cigarette smoking. In the present study, we aimed to determine the metabolic profiles
of 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA, and to evaluate the relationship between Phase I
oxidation of these compounds and their tendency to form covalent DNA adducts.
Because the incidence of bladder cancer is relatively high in dog and human,
compared to other species, we profiled the metabolism of 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-
DMA using dog and human liver microsomes, as well as microsomes from rat and
mouse. We monitored N-hydroxylation of, and DNA adduct formation by these
alkylanilines using an assay in which calf thymus DNA and low-concentration 14C-
labeled alkylanilines were co-incubated with liver S9 fractions, and we analyzed the
metabolites using LC/UV and LC/MS.
We also sought to explicate the relationship between specific human
cytochrome P450 (CYP) isozymes and DNA adduct formation. Toward this end, we
assayed the rate at which 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA were N-hydroxylated by
49
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recombinant human CYP isozymes. In other experiments, we added CYP-inhibitory
compounds or monoclonal antibodies to the liver microsome assays and assessed their
effects on DNA adduct formation. DNA adducts were detected and quantitated using
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS).
2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Chemicals and Enzymes
Human recombinant CYPs IA1, 1A2, 1B1, 2A6, and 2E1; rat
recombinant CYPs 1Al, 1A2, and 2E1; human lymphoblast microsomes
(control); insect microsomes (control); pooled male/female human, rat, and dog
liver microsomes and liver S9 fractions; the anti-CYP monoclonal antibodies
MAB-2A6, -1A2, and -2El; and an NADPH regenerating system were
purchased from BD Gentest (Woburn, MA). Pooled male/female mouse liver
microsomes and liver S9 fraction were from XenoTech (Lenexa, KS). 14C-3-
ethylanilines, 14C-2,6-dimethylanilines, and 14C-3,5-dimethylaniline were
purchased from ARC (St. Louis, MO). Calf thymus DNA, 3-EA, 2,6-DMA,
3,5-DMA, dimethylnitrobenzenes, ethylnitrobenzenes, and other chemicals
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were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). A DNeasy Tissue Kit was obtained
from Qiagen (Valencia, CA).
2.3.2 Instruments
2.3.2.1 Detection and quantitation of metabolites by HPLC/ion trap
mass spectrometry
DMAs, EAs, and their metabolites were separated using an Agilent
1100 HPLC system equipped with a 5-jim Shiseido CAPCELL PAK
UG120 column (2.0 x 150 mm) using a methanol/water gradient. The
initial mobile phase, which ran for 5 min, was 25% methanol/75%
water; the methanol concentration was increased to 75% over the next
10 min and then held at 75% for 8 min, for a total run time of 23 min.
Elution of metabolites and parent amines was monitored by the UV
absorbance at 230 nm. The HPLC flow was connected to an Agilent
1100 series LC/MSD Trap mass spectrometer fitted with an electrospray
ionization source that was run in positive ion mode at a flow rate of 0.2
mL/min after splitting. MS data were acquired over the mass range of
50-250 m/z.
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2.3.2.2 AAMS quantitation of [14C]J-labeled DNA adducts
DNA adduct formation for all assays was detected and quantitated by
AMS conducted by the Biological Engineering Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, as
previously described in detail. In brief, 1 jiL of extracted DNA in
aqueous solution was applied directly to a bed of CuO powder
supported by alumina fiberboard for sample combustion, a process in
which the CuO matrix is locally heated with an IR laser in a sealed
chamber. The chamber is swept with helium, which transports the
resulting CO2 to the AMS ion source. H20 and any other volatile
compounds were removed under reduced pressure. A standard solution
of [14C-methyl]-BSA was used to calibrate the instrument. The amount
of 14C in each sample was calculated from the ratio of the integrated
peak area of the sample to that of the standard. Measurements of all
samples were performed at least twice.
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2.3.3 Sample Preparation
2.3.3.1 Synthesis of N-hydroxylated DMAs and EAs
Both N-(dimethylphenyl)hydroxylamines and N-(ethylphenyl)-
hydroxylamines were synthesized at 50-60% yield by reduction of the
corresponding dimethylnitrobenzenes and ethylnitrobenzenes at 55-65
'C with zinc dust in aqueous ammonium chloride containing 70%
ethanol. After reactions were complete, the reaction mixtures were
filtered at 50 'C to remove zinc dust and zinc oxide. Crystals were
washed over a filter using methanol and hexane, and white crystals
were obtained after 2 h in an ice bath.
The reaction products were N-(2,3-dimethylphenyl)hydroxylamine, mp
72-74 'C (literature value 74 'C); N-(2,4-dimethylphenyl)-
hydroxylamine, mp 63-64 TC (lit. 64.5 'C); N-(2,6-dimethylphenyl)-
hydroxylamine, mp 92-94 'C (lit. 98.5 'C); N-(3,4-dimethylphenyl)-
hydroxylamine, mp 99-101 'C (lit. 101 'C); N-(3,5-dimethylphenyl)-
hydroxylamine, mp 91-94 °C (lit. 94-96 'C) (6;10); N-(2-ethylphenyl)-
hydroxylamine, mp < 20 'C; and N-(4-ethylphenyl)-hydroxylamine, mp
77-79 oC (23).
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2.3.3.2 Liver microsome assay for alkylaniline N-hydroxylation in vitro
DMAs and EAs were dissolved in 10 mM HCI to prepare 2 mM stock
solutions and used as substrates in assays using liver microsomes or
recombinant CYP isozymes. Microsomal incubations were conducted at
37 'C in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4) containing an NADPH regeneration
system (1.3 mM NADP÷, 3.3 mM glucose-6-phosphate, 3.3 mM MgCI2,
0.1 unit of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, and 25 pM alkylaniline
substrate). Reactions were initiated by adding 10 ýl of microsomes or 20
tL of CYP enzyme to the reaction mixture for a final reaction volume of
200 p.l. Reactions were tenrminated after 50 min by addition of 50 pL of
cold acetonitrile. The samples were centrifuged, and the supernatant
fractions were analyzed immediately using LC/MS.
2.3.3.3 Liver S9 co-incubation assay for DNA adduct formation in vitro
Cell-free assays for in vitro DNA adduct formation were conducted using
200-p.l reaction mixtures containing 100 pg calf thymus DNA, 800 p[g
liver S9 fraction, 10 or 25 [.M 14C-labeled 2,6-DMA, 3,5-DMA, or 3-EA,
and an NADPH regenerating system in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4).
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Mixtures were incubated at 37 'C for 6 h. The DNA was subsequently
purified for detection of adducts by AMS.
2.3.3.4 Inhibition ofDNA adduct formation by anti-CYP MABs or CYP-
inhibitory compounds
Inhibition studies were carried out under the conditions described in
section 2.3.3.3 above. To inhibit specific P450 isozymes in human liver
S9 fraction, the following chemicals and monoclonal antibodies
(MABs) were used: 4-methylpyrazole (4-MP), coumarine, furafylline,
diethyldithiocarbamate (DDT), and MABs -2A6, -1A2, and -2E1.
Chemical inhibitors were dissolved in DMSO before they were added
into incubation mixtures (final concentration of DMSO = 0.1%). The
chemical inhibitors or MABs were pre-incubated with recombinant
CYP or with liver S9 fraction for 10 min at 37 'C prior to adding 14C-
labeled alkylaniline substrate. Incubations were continued for another 6
h and then terminated by addition of 10 tL of 20% trichloroacetic acid.
The DNA was then purified for detection of adducts by AMS.
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2.3.3.5 Isolation, purification, and quantitation ofDNA
After reactions were carried out, 4 jiL of RNase were added to the
reaction mixtures. The mixtures were incubated for 2 min, and the DNA
was then extracted using a Qiagen DNeasy Tissue Kit according to the
protocol provided by the manufacturer, with some modifications.
Extracted DNA was precipitated with 1/10th vol of 3 M sodium acetate
buffer (pH 5.3) and 2.5 vol of pure ethanol, and incubated overnight at -
20 'C. The DNA was centrifuged at 13,200 rpm for 20 min, and the
resulting pellet was washed twice with absolute ethanol and twice with
acetonitrile. The washed pellet was air-dried and dissolved in 100 [tL of
water. The DNA purity and quantity were assessed using UV
spectroscopy (A260/A280 = 1.8) while the DNA was further purified on an
LC/UV system
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Metabolism Profiling
2.4.1.1 Identification and quantitation
The purpose of this study was to elucidate the bioactivation pathways and
carcinogenic mechanisms of DMA and EA isomers. Since N-
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hydroxylation is generally viewed as the initial step causing genotoxicity
of aromatic amines (24, 25), we evaluated the rates of N-oxidation of
various DMA and EA isomers by selected recombinant human and rat
cytochrome P450 isozymes and by human, dog, mouse, and rat liver
microsomes. Most previous studies of alkylaniline mutagenicity and
carcinogenicity were performed using rats or rat enzymes, but if a rat
model is to be useful for assessing the risk of alkylaniline exposure to
human health, we must understand the similarities and differences
between rat and human alkylaniline metabolism.
DMAs, EAs, and their metabolites were separated by HPLC and
identified by their retention times, UV spectra, and mass spectra (Figure
2.1). N-hydroxylated DMAs and EAs were synthesized and dissolved in
5% methanol(aq) prior to LC/MS analysis. Most alkylanilines produced
multiple metabolites; in addition to N-hydroxylated metabolites, ring- or
alkyl-oxidized metabolites were also found. N-hydroxylated metabolites
were partially decomposed in the electrospray source, with an apparent
neutral loss of OH (mass of 17), to yield a unique cation of mass 121.
This cation was consistent with the thermal homolytic cleavage of a weak
N-O bond after protonation (26).
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Peak areas on the extraction ion chromatograms (EIC) at m/z 121 were
used to evaluate mass responses and detection limits (Figure 2.1 (b)). The
detection limit was estimated to be 0.1 pM (signal/noise = 3). The
concentration of N-hydroxyl-alkylanilines produced in this study was
usually in the range 0.1-1.2 pM, or about 0.5-5% of the parent amine
concentration. The special fragmentation pattern of N-OH-alkylanilines
was used to resolve the molecular cation (MH ÷) peak of N-hydroxyl-
amine from the overlapping peaks of the parent amine or neighboring
metabolites in the chromatogram. The N-hydroxylated metabolite of 3-
EA was identified according to this unique fragmentation pattern, its UV
spectrum, and its retention time (Figure 2.1). Ring-, alkyl-, and N-
hydroxylated metabolites of all structural isomers were detected in
human liver microsomal incubations (data not shown here), but the
identification and characterization of ring- or alkyl-hydroxylated
metabolites are beyond the scope of this work.
2.4.1.2 Comparative biochemistry ofstructural isomers
Not only do structural alterations of a compound affect the kinetics and
thermodynamics of its metabolism but they may also affect its
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carcinogenic potency, owing to a change in conformation. To evaluate
the metabolic effects of structural alterations of DMAs and EAs, we
monitored the metabolism of DMA and EA isomers by human and rat
liver microsomes and P450 enzymes.
Generally, DMAs and EAs have one of two basic metabolic fates;
oxidation of rings and substituted groups is considered the major
metabolic fate, and N-hydroxylation is considered the minor pathway.
The compounds we examined were N-hydroxylated by human liver
microsomes at reaction rates from 5 to 36 pmol/min/mg and by rat liver
microsomes at reaction rates ranging from 2 to 9 pmol/min/mg.
The human CYP isozyme 2El universally N-hydroxylated all DMAs and
EAs, whereas human CYP 2A6 N-hydroxylated all DMA and EA
structural isomers except 3-EA (Table 2.1). There are several possible
explanations for this result: (1) 3-EA is simply not a substrate for human
2A6; (2) N-hydroxyl-3-EA is rapidly converted to other products, such as
2-ethyl-p-aminophenol, by human CYP 2A6, so that no N-hydroxyl
metabolite is detected; or (3) N-hydroxylated 3-EA binds covalently to
the enzyme as a suicide substrate.
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N-hydroxylation of DMAs was catalyzed more efficiently by human
CYP 2A6 than by human CYP 2El, whereas catalysis of N-
hydroxylation of EAs was more efficient for human CYP 2El. Human
CYPs IA1, 1A2, and IBI only catalyzed N-hydroxylation of the meta-
substituted alkylanilines 3-EA and 3,5-DMA.
Parallel to the results from liver microsomal incubation, the catalytic
capacity of rat CYPs for N-hydroxylation of DMAs and EA was less than
that of the analogous human CYPs. No N-hydroxylated metabolite of 3,4-
DMA was detected from rat liver microsomal and rat CYP incubations,
and 2,6-DMA was N-hydroxylated only by rat 2El , and only in limited
amounts. Rat CYP 2E1 N-hydroxylated 2,4-DMA, 3,5-DMA, 3-EA, and
4-EA. Notably, 2-EA was the only useful substrate for N-hydroxylation
by rat CYP IAl, whereas rat CYP 1A2 N-hydroxylated 2,3-, 2,5-, 3,5-
DMA, and 2-EA (Table 2. 1). Since the N-hydroxylated aromatic amines
are the putative intermediates in Hb adduct formation, the unequal N-
hydroxylation capacities of rat vs. human liver microsomes suggest that
measuring rat Hb adduct levels to evaluate human exposure is not an
ideal approach.
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Compared to EA, N-hydroxylation of DMAs was catalyzed by fewer of
the human CYP isozymes, but the rate of DMA N-hydroxylation by these
CYP isozymes was higher. In contrast, N-hydroxylation by rat CYP
isozymes occurred more rapidly for EAs than for DMAs. The meta-
substituted compounds, 3-EA and 3,5-DMA, were N-hydroxylated by
more P450 enzymes, and at significantly higher reaction rates, than their
respective structural isomers.
2.4.1.3 Hemoglobin adduct formation and N-hydroxylation
When we compared the relative levels of alkylaniline N-hydroxylation
found in the present study with the published levels of Hb adducts
formed by these compounds, we found a positive correlation. N-
hydroxylation occurred at a higher rate for 3,5-DMA than for the other
DMAs, and 2,6- and 3,4-DMA formed almost no N-hydroxylated
derivatives, which is consistent with our previous study. In other studies,
3,5-DMA formed adducts with rat Hb at a higher level (0.1% of the dose)
than did other DMAs, and 2,6- and 3,4-DMA Hb adduct levels were only
1/10 th that of 3,5-DMA. This parallel behavior between levels of N-
hydroxylation and Hb adduct formation supports the premise that N-
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hydroxylation is an intermediate step in the formation of Hb adducts (21,
27, 28).
Castelao et al. found that 3,5-DMA-Hb adduct levels vary with gender
(29). To examine whether these differences might be due to different
levels of CYP expression in males vs. females, they monitored phase I
oxidation by liver microsomes. No apparent difference was found
between genders, indicating that even if expression levels of some CYPs
differ between genders, this difference has a limited effect on Hb adduct
formation. In other words, the different levels of Hb adduct formation by
3,5-DMA seen in males vs. females may result from factors other than
phase I oxidation, given that the two genders displayed comparable
catalytic capacity toward 3,5-DMA.
2.4.1.4 Metabolism of three bladder cancer-associated alkylanilines
Because one of our aims was to investigate potential animal models for
future in vivo studies, we assayed liver microsomes not only from human
and rat, but also from mouse and dog, for their capacity to N-hydroxylate
3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA. Mouse was selected for comparison not
only because it is commonly used in studies of carcinogenesis, but also
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because expression of CYP 2El in mouse liver is high. This fact is
potentially important because of our finding that 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and
2,6-DMA were efficiently N-hydroxylated by both human and rat CYP
2E1. We found that mouse liver microsomes catalyzed N-hydroxylation
of 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA with comparable capacity, indicating
that mouse is an acceptable model for bioactivation and carcinogenesis
studies of these three compounds (Figure 2.2).
Dog was selected as another species for study because it also has a high
incidence of bladder cancers, and is widely used for drug metabolism
studies. We found that dog liver microsomes N-hydroxylated 3-EA, 3,5-
DMA, and 2,6-DMA, but that N-hydroxylation of 2,6-DMA was
inefficient (Figure 2.2). If N-hydroxylated metabolites are crucial
intermediates in the development of aromatic amine carcinogenicity, then
dog may not be a good model for human. Nevertheless, further study of
specific dog CYP isozymes and aromatic amine metabolisms may prove
informative in delineating common biological pathways that lead to high
bladder cancer rates in human and dog.
Human, rat, mouse, and dog liver microsomes converted 3-EA and 3,5-
DMA to their corresponding N-hydroxylated derivatives at comparable
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rates. In contrast, only human and mouse liver microsomes N-
hydroxylated 2,6-DMA at significant levels. Since the enzymatic activity
of mouse toward 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, 2,6-DMA parallels that of human,
these results indicate that mouse may be a suitable model for human
metabolism of Aromatic amines.
2.4.2 DNA Adduct Formation in Cell-free Assays with liver S9 fraction
Because DNA adduct formation appears to be the crucial carcinogenic
property of Aromatic amines (30, 31), we investigated DNA adduct formation
by 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA in vitro using a cell-free assay. The
contributions of specific CYP isozymes to DNA adduct formation were
examined in this system using CYP isozyme-specific chemical inhibitors and
monoclonal antibodies.
2.4.2.1 DNA adduct formation in human, rat, mouse, and dog liver S9
co-incubation assays
Of the three alkylanilines examined, 3-EA formed the smallest amount
of DNA adduct in human, rat, and dog liver S9 co-incubations with calf
thymus DNA. This result does not parallel the high rate of 3-EA N-
hydroxylation that we observed using liver microsomes (Figure 2.2).
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This apparent discrepancy could result from a difference in the
reactivities of the N-hydroxylated alkylaniline derivatives in a
subsequent activation reaction required for DNA adduct formation,
mediated, perhaps, by phase II conjugation or modified reaction
conditions.
DNA adduct formation by 3,5-DMA was 10- to 100-fold higher than it
was for 3-EA and 2,6-DMA, which is consistent with the high rate of 3,5-
DMA metabolism. However, the relative levels of 3,5-DMA adduct
formation among the four species examined only weakly correlates with
the relative N-hydroxylation rates of 3,5-DMA in those species. This
discrepancy might be explained by the possibility that liver S9 fractions
from different species have different complexities, or that the active
metabolites have unequal stabilities.
The human S9 fraction catalyzed formation of 2,6-DMA DNA adducts
more efficiently than did S9 fractions from other species, which is
consistent with our results for 2,6-DMA N-hydroxylation. Compared
across species, however, the relative levels of 2,6-DMA DNA adduct
do not proportionally reflect the significant differences in 2,6-DMA N-
hydroxylation rates (Figure 2.2). Surprisingly, only a limited amount of
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N-hydroxyl-2,6-DMA was produced in the dog liver microsome system,
but DNA adduct formation by 2,6-DMA occurred at a reasonable level
in the dog liver S9 co-incubation system. This discrepancy between N-
hydroxylation and DNA adduct formation could result from a shift in
equilibrium caused by adduct formation or by a reaction component
unique to the dog liver S9 fraction.
In contrast, mouse liver S9 fraction catalyzed DNA adduct formation by
the three alkylanilines to a comparable extent (Figure 2.2). Since this
result parallels the metabolic findings, mouse may be the most suitable
animal model for DNA adduct formation in human.
2.4.2.2 Correlation between specific human CYP isozymes and DNA
adduct formation
To elucidate the relationship between specific CYP isozymes and
bioactivation-associated DNA adduct formation we used a multi-
pronged approach in which both N-hydroxylation (as described above)
and DNA adduct formation were examined. We evaluated the impact of
specific CYP isozymes on DNA adduct formation by using chemical
inhibitors and monoclonal antibodies specific for human CYP 2A6,
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2E 1, or I A2. Due to the low level of 3-EA adduct formation found in
the human S9 co-incubation assay, we did not include 3-EA in this part
of our study.
1. Chemical inhibition of 3,5-DMA-DNA adduct formation
Our data demonstrate that the human CYP isozymes 2A6, 2E 1, and IA2
catalyze N-hydroxylation of 3,5-DMA with different efficiencies. The
effect of coumarin, a CYP 2A6 inhibitor, on DNA adduct formation by
3,5-DMA is shown by the dose-response curve depicted in Figure 2.
3(a). Inhibition of human CYP 2A6 suppressed DNA adduct formation
by 60%, providing strong evidence that CYP 2A6-associated
metabolism participates in formation of an active intermediate required
for DNA adduct formation.
3,5-DMA adduct formation was also inhibited by 4-MP (Figure 2. 3 (b)),
which caused a significant decrease in adduct levels. This decrease may
be attributed to strong inhibition of CYP 2El activity and partial
inhibition of CYP 2A6 and/or 1 A2 activity by 4-MP at high
concentration. Similarly, we found that high-concentration 4-MP non-
specifically inhibited adduct formation by 2,6-DMA (Figure 2.4 (b)).
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Furafylline at high concentration exerted an inhibitory effect similar to
that of coumarin, reducing adduct formation by 50-60% (Figure 2.3 (c)).
The roles of CYPs 2A6 and 2El were also investigated using DDT, an
inhibitor of both isozymes. At DDT concentrations greater than 1 mM,
DNA adduct levels dropped to 40% (Figure 2.3 (d)), showing that both
CYPs 2A6 and 2El play a role in adduct formation. These chemical
inhibition data confirm that 3,5-DMA metabolism is mediated by
human CYPs 2A6, 2E1, and 1A2, and that this metabolism is
unquestionably responsible for 3,5-DMA-DNA adduct formation.
2. Chemical inhibition of 2,6-DMA -DNA adduct formation
Coumarin, 4-MP, furafylline, and DDT were also used to investigate the
relationship between specific human CYP isozymes and adduct
formation by 2,6-DMA. As shown in Figure 2. 4, coumarin, 4-MP, and
DDT inhibited adduct formation by 65, 85, and 80%, respectively.
Furafylline exerted only a limited inhibitory effect without a well-
defined dose response; this partial inhibition may be a result of minor
non-specific inhibition of CYP 2El and/or 2A6.
3. Effect of CYP antibodies on DNA adduct formation by 3,5-DMA
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To confirm our results from chemical inhibition of CYP isozymes, we
used MABs specific for CYP 2A6, 2El, or 1A2 in the human S9 co-
incubation assay for DNA adduct formation. Because MABs -2E 1 and -
1A2 are specific for human CYPs 2E1 and 1A2, respectively, their use
allows precise determination of the isozyme (CYP 2El or 1A2)
responsible for any observed inhibitory effect on DNA adduct
formation. On the other hand, according to the information provided by
the vendor, high concentrations of MAB-2A6 will non-specifically
cross-inhibit human CYP 2El; hence, this antibody is not suitable for
specific inhibition of CYP 2A6. In our assay, a high concentration of
MAB-2A6 decreased adduct levels by 70% (Figure 2. 5 (a)); this result is
comparable to the results of DDT inhibition described above.
These findings suggest that in the S9 activation system, at least 70% of
the adduct formed by 3,5-DMA may be attributed to CYP 2A6- and
2El-mediated metabolism, and that CYP 1A2-mediated bioactivation
may contribute to the formation of the remaining amount of 3,5-DMA-
DNA adduct. However, MAB-1A2 at high concentration (-10 tg/100
pg S9 protein) dramatically reduced adduct levels (Figure 2.5 (c)). Two
explanations for this apparent discrepancy are possible. The first
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explanation, which seems most probable, is that high concentrations of
MAB-1A2 can non-specifically inhibit CYP 2E1 and/or 2A6. The
second possibility is that inhibition of CYP 1A2 activity changes the
pathway of 3,5-DMA metabolism in the S9 bioactivation assay.
Furafylline inhibition of CYP 1A2 did not have the same effect as
MAB-1A2 inhibition, however (Figure 2.3 (c)), indicating that this
explanation is less likely to be correct. Although MAB-2A6 is not
strictly specific, its effect on DNA adduct formation provides solid
evidence that CYP 2A6-mediated metabolism is critical in DNA adduct
formation by 3,5-DMA and strongly supports the chemical inhibition
results for 3,5-DMA (Figure 2. 3 (a)). The results of these inhibition
studies using both chemical and antibody inhibitors validate the
hypothesis that human CYP 2A6-, 2El-, and 1A2-mediated metabolic
activation is critical for DNA adduct formation by 3,5-DMA.
4. Effect of CYP antibodies on DNA adduct formation by 2,6-DMA
We also examined the effect of MABs -2A6 and -2El on adduct
formation by 2,6-DMA. Assays were performed with 2.5 or 25 pg
MAB per 100 ag S9 protein, or with 25 lig of both MABs per 100 ig
S9 protein. When either of the MABs were used at the lower
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concentration, formation of DNA adducts was decreased by half. When
MAB-2A6 or -2El was used at the higher concentration, adduct
formation further decreased to -20-30%. Furthermore, adduct formation
was completely suppressed when both MABs were present (Figure 2.6).
These results demonstrate that CYPs 2A6 and 2El make comparable
contributions to bioactivation of 2,6-DMA. The complete elimination of
adduct formation by high concentrations of both MABs firmly
establishes the exclusivity of CYP 2A6 and 2El-mediated metabolic
bioactivation in DNA adduct formation by 2,6-DMA.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we examined in vitro bioactivation of, and DNA adduct
formation by, three bladder cancer-associated alkylanilines, 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-
DMA. We also evaluated possible animal models for studies of alkylaniline
metabolism and carcinogenesis in humans. Our results from in vitro metabolic
profiling and DNA adduct formation studies indicate that mouse may be a more
appropriate animal model for both types of studies than rat or dog. We must emphasize,
however, that this conclusion is based solely on studies of phase I metabolism and
DNA adduct formation, and does not consider any parameters of phase II metabolism.
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By monitoring N-hydroxylation of 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA, and by
determining the effects of specific CYP-inhibitory antibodies and compounds on
DNA adduct formation, we identified the CYP isozymes involved in the
carcinogenic mechanism of these alkylanilines. Our results show that for these
alkylanilines, human CYPs 2E1 and 2A6 are the major enzymes catalyzing N-
hydroxylation and DNA adduct formation. Hence, our results confirm that
bioactivation of 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA is mediated by Phase I metabolism,
with the participation of CYPs 2E1 and 2A6.
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Table 2. 1 N-Hydroxylation of DMAs and EAs by human and rat CYPs in vitro
Human and rat CYP isozymes that catalyze N-hydroxylation of DMAs and EAs are shown. For each
alkylaniline, the enzyme with the highest N-hydroxylation rate is indicated in bold.
3A4-DMA 2,3-DMA 2,5-MA 2,4-DMA 2,6-DMA 3,5-DMA 3-EA 2-EA 4-EA
Human
CYP 2E 2E1 2E 2E1 2E1 2El 2El 2El 2El
2A 2.A6 2G6 2A6 2A6 2A6 2A6 2A6
1Al 2 IA2•2
IBlI IBI
Rat
CYVP 2E 2E1 21 2•E 201 2El
1A2 IA2 IA2 LA2
IAI
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Figure 2. 1(a) UV and (b) mass spectra of N-OH-3-EA
(a) Mass spectrum of N-OH-3-EA showing the pattern caused by neutral loss of OH (mass 17) from
the molecular cation (MH÷; mass 138), resulting in an ion mass of 121; (b) The blue and red lines
represent the UV spectra of 3-EA and N-hydroxylated-3-EA, respectively.
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Figure 2. 2 Comparison of N-hydroxylation rates and DNA adduct levels for 3-EA, 3,5-DMA,
and 2,6-DMA
Solid bars represent N-hydroxylation rates (fmnol/min/pmol protein) of each alkylaniline in human, rat,
mouse, and dog liver microsome assays; hatched bars represent levels of each DNA adduct found
after incubation of each alkylaniline with liver S9 fractions (adducts/108 bases). For each alkylaniline,
the in vitro N-hydroxylation rate across species positively correlates with the amount of DNA adduct;
thus, the DNA adduct levels reflect N-hydroxylation capacity. However, comparison of the results
among alkylanilines within a species does not yield a similar correlation. For example, dog liver
microsomes N-hydroxylated 3-EA more efficiently than 3,5-DMA, but DNA adduct formation by dog
liver S9 fraction was about 10-fold higher for 3,5-DMA than for 3-EA. Data represent the mean of
three to six independent determinations. All the errors are within 5%.
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Figure 2.3 Inhibition of 3,5-DMA-DNA adduct formation by (a) coumarin, (b) 4-MP, (c)
furafylline, and (d) DDT
Dose-response curves showing the effects of chemical inhibitors of human CYP isozymes on DNA
adduct formation by 3,5-DMA are shown. (a) Inhibition of CYP 2A6 by coumarin (500 tM)
decreased the DNA adduct level by 60%; (b) Inhibition of CYP 2El by 4-MP (80 gM) suppressed
adduct formation by 90%; (c) Inhibition of CYP 1A2 by furafylline (500 gM) decreased the DNA
adduct level by 60%; (d) Inhibition of both the 2A6 and 2E1 CYP isozymes by 1.5 mM DDT yielded
a result similar to that shown in (c). Standard deviations of the mean values (N = 3) are displayed as
error bars.
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Figure 2. 4 Inhibition of 2,6-DMA-DNA adduct formation by (a) coumarin, (b) 4-MP, (c)
furafylline, and (d) DDT
Dose-response curves showing the effects of chemical inhibitors of human CYP isozymes on DNA
adduct formation by 2,6-DMA are shown. (a) Inhibition of CYP 2A6 by coumarin (500 AM)
decreased the DNA adduct level by 65%; (b) Inhibition of CYP 2El by 4-MP (80 tM) suppressed
adduct formation by 90%; (c) Inhibition of CYP 1A2 by furafylline (500 jM) decreased the DNA
adduct level by less than 20%; (d) Inhibition of both the 2A6 and 2El CYP isozymes by 1.5 mM DDT
decreased the DNA adduct level by 80%. (N=6; error bars = S.D.)
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Figure 2. 5 Inhibitory effects of (a) MAB-2E1, (b) MAB-2A6, and (c) MAB-1A2 on formation of
the 3,5-DMA-DNA adduct
Dose-response curves showing the effects of human CYP isozyme-specific MABs on levels of the
3,5-DMA-DNA adduct are shown. (a) Inhibition of CYP 2A6 by MAB-2A6 (25 tg MAB/100 gg S9
protein) decreased the DNA adduct level by 75%; (b) MAB-2E1 suppressed adduct formation by 30%;
(c) At MAB-1A2 concentrations higher than 15 tg/100 tg S9 protein, adduct levels were decreased
by more than 90%. (N=6; error bars=S.D.)
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Figure 2. 6 Inhibitory effects of MABs -2A6 and -2EI on formation of the 2,6-DMA-DNA
adduct
Relative levels of the 2,6-DMA-DNA adduct are shown. As a control, the adduct level was
determined in the absence of MABs and normalized as 100% (white bar). Bars 1-5 represent the
relative adduct levels in reactions inhibited by (1) MAB-2A6, 2.5 gg; (2) MAB-2A6, 25 gg; (3)
MAB-2EI, 2.5 pg (4) MAB-2E1, 25 jg; (5) MABs -2A6 and -2El at 25 jg each. MAB amounts are
shown as ptg/1 00 pg of human liver S9 protein. (N=3; error bars=S.D.)
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Chapter Three
Mechanism-based Inactivation of Human Cytochrome P450 2A6 by
3-Ethylaniline
3.1 Abstract
The biotransformation reactions catalyzed by human cytochrome P450 2A6
appears to play an important role in the bioactivation of aromatic amines as
carcinogenic species; 3-ethylaniline (3-EA), 2,6-dimethylaniline,
dimethylaniline (3,5-DMA) were associated with bladder cancer in an epidemiological
study. Previous metabolism studies have shown that human CYP2A6 universally
catalyzes the oxidation of all structural isomers of dimethylanilines and ethylanilines,
except 3-EA. In addition, the metabolic and kinetic characteristics of 3-EA and 3,5-
DMA are comparable to most human CYPs, but are totally different from CYP2A6. We
tested the hypothesis that 3-EA is a mechanism-based inactivator of human P450 2A6
via covalent binding as determined using accelerator mass spectrometry. 3-EA was
characterized as a noncompetitive inhibitor with KI = 34 tM and kinact = 0.055 min- ',
which might explain why 3-EA and 3,5-DMA have different characteristics when
and 3,5-
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metabolized by human CYP2A6. The results suggest that 3-EA has more than one
biological effect on the human body via multiple pathways. Adduct formation and
inhibition of CYP2A6 by 3-EA may shift the biological effects of other compounds
activated by CYP2A6 dynamically and kinetically when they simultaneously appear in
biological systems.
3.2 Introduction
Vast numbers of enzymes have been documented to undergo suicide or
mechanism-based inactivation. Mechanism-based inactivation is a unique type of
enzyme inhibition. By definition, a mechanism-based inhibitor (MBI) itself does not
inactivate the enzyme; the enzyme metabolizes it into a reactive electrophilic
intermediate and it covalently binds to the enzyme before it is released from the active
site, resulting in the loss of catalytic activity. MBIs are characterized using two
experimentally derived kinetic constants: the maximal rate constant of inactivation
(kinact) and the inactivator concentration required for half-maximal inactivation (K1) (1-
3). The inhibition of cytochrome P450 enzymes is a critical issue because of the
potential fetal effects of impaired drug metabolism (4-11). The MBIs of P450s have the
following characteristics: time- and concentration-dependent loss of enzyme activity,
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NADPH dependence, irreversible inactivation, and reactive species covalently bound to
the apoprotein, heme, or both (12-17). For example, chloramphenicol, a suicide
inactivator, is hydroxylated into an oxamyl chloride intermediate that acylates lysine
residues of the protein in rat liver microsomes. In order to investigate the structure-
function relationships of P450s and their substrates, various methods have been used to
identify the site of covalent modification (18, 19).
We used accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) to detect the adduct formation of
human CYP2A6 and 3-EA in this study. AMS is an ultrasensitive technique for isotopic
analysis in which atoms extracted from a sample are ionized, accelerated to high
energies, separated according to their momentum, charge, and energy, and then counted
individually after identifying them as having the correct atomic number and mass.
Recent advances in AMS have reduced the detection limit of biological molecules. A
highly successful application of AMS is evident in the detection of reactive metabolites
that have become covalently bound to proteins or DNA in tissues after dosing with
radiolabeled potential carcinogens (20-24). AMS is valuable because it enables the
detection of low level protein adducts of unknown structure so that their formation can
be established using nonconventional methods.
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3-Ethylaniline (3-EA) and two other structural isomers, 3,5-dimethylaniline
(3,5-DMA) and 2,6-dimethylaniline (2,6-DMA), were associated with bladder cancer in
an epidemiological study (25). Previous works (26, 27) have demonstrated that
CYP2A6 catalyzes the oxidation of all dimethylanilines and ethylanilines efficiently,
except 3-EA, which implies that 3-EA is involved in a different reaction pathway with
CYP2A6 than its structural isomers. For comparison, the structural isomer 3,5-DMA,
also associated with bladder cancers, which is catalyzed by human liver microsomes
and human CYP2E1 at a comparable metabolic rate (see Table 2.2), was monitored
simultaneously. Human CYP2A6 is one of the major P450s catalyzing the N-
hydroxylation of aromatic amines, and this is considered a possible carcinogenic
pathway involving this type of compound. Since CYP2A6-mediated metabolism leads
to carcinogenic pathways, the biological response of exposure is strongly controlled by
its level of activity, although human CYP2A6 only comprises about 5% of the total
hepatic P450 (28, 29), which implies that small changes in the CYP2A6 level have
extremely different biological results.
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3.3 Material and Methods
3.3.1 Chemicals and Reagents
Human P450 2A6 supersomes and the NADPH regenerating system were
purchased from BD Gentest (Woburn,
chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
MA), and 3-ethylaniline and all
(St. Louis, MO).
ethylaniline and 14C-3,5-dimethylaniline were from ARC (St. Louis, MO), and
the GeBAflex-tube protein gel extraction kit was purchased from Gene Bio Application
(Kfar Hanagid, Israel).
3.3.2 Adduct Formation
Using the NADPH regenerating system (1.3 mM NADP+, 3.3 mM
glucose-6-phosphate, 3.3 mM MgCl2, and 0.1 unit of glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase), 0.5 nCi/tL 14C-3,5-DMA (12.5 tM) and 3-EA (0.3 tM) in 50
tL Tris buffer (pH 7.4) were incubated with 13 tM of human CYP2A6
supersomes at 370 C for 6 h. Corresponding control incubations were carried out
without NADPH. The reaction mixture was boiled for 5 min and separated by
SDS-PAGE (10%) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The gels were
analyzed after staining with SimplyBlue Safestain (a Coomassie-based stain).
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The protein of interest was extracted from the sliced gel lanes using a
GeBAflex-tube. Secondary separation was used to remove small 14C-labeled
molecules using a 5-tm CAPCELL PAK MF SG 80 column (4.6 x 150 mm;
Shiseido, Tokyo, Japan) at a flow rate of 1 mL/min under isocratic conditions
(5% acetonitrile in water) on an Agilent 1100 LC (Agilent Technologies, Palo
Alto, CA) and the concentration was measured by UV at 280 nm before AMS
analysis.
3.3.3 AMS Detection and Semi-quantitation of Protein adduct formation
Protein adduct formation in all incubations was detected and quantified
using AMS analyses conducted by the Biological Engineering Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry (BEAMS) Lab at MIT, as described in detail previously. The
protein concentration of each sample was normalized before the AMS analyses.
For each sample, 1 pL of aqueous solution was applied directly to the CuO
matrix used for sample combustion. To calibrate the instrument before and after
each analysis, 1 pL of [14C-methyl]-bovine serum albumin standard solution (3
dpm/mL) was used. The amount of 14C in each sample was calculated from the
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integrated peak area ratio of the sample to the standard. All samples were
measured at least three times.
3.3.4 Inactivation of CYP2A6 by 3-EA
Two reaction mixtures were prepared for monitoring the inhibition by 3-EA.
Primary incubation mixtures contained 0.2 tM of human CYP2A6, the NADPH
regeneration system (1.3 mM NADP+, 3.3 mM glucose-6-phosphate, 3.3 mM
MgCl2, and 0.1 unit of glucose-6- phosphate dehydrogenase), and 3-EA (0, 60,
240, 480, and 720 tM) in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4) for a total volume of 200
gL. Secondary mixtures contained 5, 10, or 40 gM of coumarin and the NADPH
regeneration system in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4). At the indicated times (0, 5,
30, and 60 min), 50 tL of the primary mixture were mixed with 50 [tL of the
secondary mixture and incubated at 370 C. The enzyme activity was terminated by
adding 20 jL of acetonitrile at 5, 15, 25, 30, 45, or 60 min. To determine the
concentrations of coumarin and 7-OH-coumarin using a UV detector, 75 jL of
the reaction mixture were injected onto the HPLC column.
Coumarin and 7-OH-coumarin were separated using the Agilent 1 100 LC
system performed with a 5-jim Shiseido CAPCELL PAK UGI20 column (2.0 x
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150 mm) at a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min. For a total analysis time of 20 min, the
mobile phase composition began with 15% methanol aqueous solution for 5
min, and then the methanol was increased to 75% over 15 min. Coumarin and 7-
OH-coumarin were monitored by UV at 325 nm and they were eluted at 16.5
and 11.3 min, respectively. Enzymatic activity was assessed by measuring the
extent of hydroxylation of coumarin to 7-OH-coumarin.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Covalent Binding of Alkylanilines and Dependence on NADPH
We investigated covalent binding of 3-EA to cytochrome P450 2A6 by
incubating the 14C-labeled amine with the enzyme in the presence and absence
of the NADPH regenerating system and measuring the amount of isotope bound
per mole of protein. Experiments with a structural isomer of 3-EA, 3,5-DMA,
were conducted in parallel for comparison. In order to minimize background
from nonspecific binding, protein samples were purified using both SDS-PAGE
and size exclusion chromatography. After an extended period of time (6 h) and
with a large excess of amine (0.3 gM), the adduct levels of 3-EA reached 0.32
mol/mol protein in the presence of NADPH, as shown in Figure 3.1. In the
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absence of NADPH, the levels were tenfold lower at 0.03 mol/mol. Similarly
lower levels were observed when the enzyme was incubated with 3,5-DMA
with or without NADPH.
3.4.2 Concentration-dependent Inhibition of enzyme activity by 3-EA
The hydroxylation of coumarin to form 7-OH-coumarin was selected as
the measure of enzyme activity for these and subsequent inhibition experiments.
To investigate the effect of 3-EA concentration on enzyme activity, we
measured the initial rates of coumarin hydroxylation at three substrate
concentrations and five inhibitor concentrations (including zero). Lineweaver-
Burke analysis was used to determine Km and Vma, and the corresponding
apparent constants that characterize the enzyme in the presence of inhibitor.
Uninhibited enzyme activity for coumarin hydroxylation was characterized by
Vma = 18.4 tM/pmol P450/min and Km = 14.8 [iM. These values are listed in
Table 3.1 , together with the apparent constants determined in the presence of
3-EA concentrations ranging from 60 to 720 tM.
The data are presented graphically in Figure 3.2, which includes both
Dixon and Cornish-Bowden plots. Each plot includes a fourth line derived from
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the Vmaxapp values-and Kmpp for panel B-listed in Table 3.1. The use of these
plots as well as the two derived lines in assessing the type of inhibition observed
is discussed below. Figure 3.2 clearly depicts the dependence of coumarin
hydroxylation on 3-EA concentration.
3.4.3 Time-dependent Inhibition
To investigate the reaction rate dependence on the length of time for
which the enzyme was exposed to the inhibitor before the assay, we measured
the reaction rates 5, 30, and 60 min after adding 3-EA at five different
concentrations. The results are shown in Figure 3.3. The reaction rate is clearly
dependent on the duration of exposure to 3-EA, and there is a significant loss of
activity with time in the absence of inhibitor. Inactivation rates were calculated
from the data using a linear regression and were used to determine the inhibitor
binding affinity constant, KI.
3.4.4 Enzyme Constants
In general, the kinetic parameters were determined under initial velocity
conditions (2). The classic method for determining the K[ of competitive (Kic)
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and uncompetitive (Kiu) inhibition involves plotting 1/v vs. [I] and [S]/v vs. [I],
respectively (Figure 3.2 (a) and (b)). In both plots, the regression lines intersected
the x-axis at the same spot, a typical characteristic of noncompetitive inhibition.
The identical value of Kiu from the Dixon plot and Kic from the Comrnish-
Bowden plot (-1.3 mM) provided additional verification of noncompetitive
inhibition by 3-EA (30) (Table 3.1). We constructed a Kitz-Wilson plot (Figure
3.4) corresponding to Figure 3.3, and calculated the observed rate constants of
CYP2A6 inactivation, kobs, from the slopes of the regression lines in Figure 3. A
double reciprocal plot of the inactivation rates as a function of the 3-EA
concentration was constructed to obtain kinact (0.055 min- ') and K, (34 tM).
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3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Covalent Binding of Alkylanilines and Dependence on NADPH
We incubated 14C-labeled 3-EA and 3,5-DMA with human lymphoblast-
expressed P450 2A6 with or without an NADPH regenerating system; 3,5-
DMA, a structural isomer of 3-EA with a comparable metabolic rate when
catalyzed by human liver microsomes and human CYP2E1 (see Table 2.1), was
monitored for comparison. AMS demonstrated a significant increase
radioactivity in the human CYP2A6 co-incubated with 3-EA and the NADPH
regenerating system compared to the control (without the NADPH regenerating
system), while this increase was not found for the human CYP2A6 protein co-
incubated with 3,5-DMA (Figure 3.1). The final 14C-3-EA-CYP2A6 adduct level
(0.26 mol/mol protein) was calculated after deducting the background
radioactivity. In this study, the high sensitivity of the AMS system facilitated
the measurement of protein adducts formed with a low concentration of
alkylaniline. The significant increase of radioactivity on 14C-3-EA incubation in
the presence of the NADPH regenerating system compared to without the
NADPH regenerating system indicates that NADPH-mediated metabolic
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activation is mandatory for adduct formation. The requirement for the NADPH
regenerating system also suggests that this adduct is formed via a reactive
intermediate or metabolite and is likely confined to the enzyme active site. From
a mechanistic perspective, 3-EA is the first mechanism-based inactivator of
human CYP2A6 identified from among its structural isomers.
Although 3,5-DMA and 3-EA have comparable metabolic rates when
catalyzed using human liver microsomes and CYP2E1, they had completely
different interactions with human CYP2A6. CYP2A6 catalyzed the oxidation of
3,5-DMA with a high reaction rate, while no metabolites of 3-EA were detected.
Conversely, CYP2A6 formed a protein adduct with 3-EA, but not with 3,5-DMA.
The dissimilar binding abilities of these two compounds toward CYP2A6 provide
evidence of the different reactivities and stabilities of their active metabolites,
which might result in different toxicities of 3-EA and 3,5-DMA after metabolic
activation, even when the compounds are catalyzed by human liver microsomes at
comparable rates.
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3.5.2 Concentration-Dependent Inhibition of enzyme activity by 3-EA
Figure 3.2 shows that the vo of 7-OH-hydroxylation decreased as the 3-EA
concentration increased. The linear relationship between 1/vo and the inhibitor
concentration (r2>0.98) reflected the concentration-dependent nature of the
inhibitory effect, which supports the idea that 3-EA is a mechanism-based
inhibitor of human CYP2A6. In addition, the linearity of the Kitz-Wilson Plot
(r2=0.97; Figure 3.4) confirms the concentration-dependency of coumarin 7-
hydroxylase activity inactivation by 3-EA.
3.5.3 Time-dependent inhibition of enzyme activity by 3-ethylaniline
Time-dependent enzyme inhibition is one of the important criteria for
determining MBI, and we thus monitored the loss of coumarin 7-hydroxylase
activity with preincubation time (Figure 3.3). As shown in Figure 3.3, the
residual enzymatic activities at time zero were normalized to 100% to facilitate
visual comparison of the rates of inactivation at each concentration. In the
presence of 100 tM 3-EA, the enzymatic activity dropped at least 65% after a
30-min preincubation. Over the time course of the incubation at 37 C,
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approximately 35% of the coumarin 7-hydroxylase activity was lost in the
absence of 3-EA. This drop may be attributable to enzyme instability that
occurred simultaneously under in vitro conditions. Under these conditions,
evaluating the kinetic parameters of a mechanism-based inhibitor using Dixon
plots might not reflect their true values, especially KI and kinat. Nonlinear
parametric estimationand the Kitz-Wilson plot (Figure 3.4) were used to estimate
the values of KI and kinact in order to increase the accuracy (31).
3.5.4 Enzyme Constants
The classic method for determining the K, of competitive (Kic) and
uncompetitive (Kiu) inhibition involves plotting 1/v vs. [I] and [S]/v vs. [I],
respectively (Figure 3.2 (a) and (b)). In both plots, the regression lines
intersected the x-axis at the same spot, a typical characteristic of noncompetitive
inhibition. The identical value of Kin from the Dixon plot and Kic from the
Cornish-Bowden plot (-1.3 mM) provided additional
noncompetitive inhibition by 3-EA (32). We constructed a double reciprocal
plot of the inactivation rates as a function of the 3-EA concentration to evaluate
verification
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kinwt (0.055 min-1) and K, (34 tM), and the results implied that 3-EA is a mild
MBI of human CYP2A6.
3.6 Conclusions
The main goal of this work was to demonstrate that 3-EA is a mechanism-based
inhibitor of human CYP2A6 through covalent binding by using AMS. 3-EA
inactivation of P450 2A6 met the criteria for mechanism-based inactivation. The results
demonstrated that 3-EA inactivated the P450 2A6-mediated coumarin 7-hydroxylase
activity in a time-, concentration-, and NADPH-dependent manner.
Cytochrome P450 2A6 metabolizes various compounds, including nicotine,
cotinine, and aflatoxin B 1, and aromatic amines present in the environment into toxic
metabolites (33, 34). An individual's level of active CYP2A6 will determine the
adverse response of exposure to these compounds. Since CYP2A6 only comprises a
small percentage of all human liver P450, a minor change in CYP2A6 catalytic activity
as a result of any factor might shift the dynamics of an individual's adverse response.
Our results suggest that 3-EA has more than one biological effect in the human body
via multiple pathways; 3-EA forms a protein adduct to CYP2A6, which might
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complicate the bioactivation of aromatic amines and other carcinogenic compounds
activated by CYP2A6.
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Figure 3. 1Adduct level of 3-EA and 3,5-DMA to human CYP2A6
14C-labeled alkylanilines were reacted with human CYP2A6 with (experiment) or without (control) the
presence of a NADPH regenerating system. Radioactivity was measured by AMS. (N=3; r2>0.98)
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Figure 3.2 Inhibitory effect of 3-EA on human CYP2A6-catalysed 7-OH-coumarin hydroxylation
(a) Dixon and (b) Cornish-Bowden plots were obtained from the data on incubating 5, 10, and 40 tM
coumarin with 0 to 720 AM of 3-EA. Each data point on the solid regression lines represents the average
of three experiments (errors within 5%). The dashed line and hollow triangles represent the fitting results
of [coumarin]==Km.
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Figure 3.3 Preincubation time- and concentration-dependent loss of enzymatic activity of human
CYP2A6 induced by 3-EA
The percentage of activity remaining, normalized to time zero without an inhibitor, was plotted on a
semilogarithmic scale. The data presented here are the average of three or four separate experiments (errors
bars=S.D.).
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Figure 3. 4 Concentration-dependent inactivation of coumarin 7-hydroxylase activity by 3-EA
A Kitz-Wilson plot was constructed corresponding to Figure 3.3. Kinmct (0.032 min- ) and K, (130 jtM) were
determined from the y-intercept and the negative reciprocal of the x-intercept, respectively, from the double
reciprocal plot of the inactivation rates as a function of 3-EA concentration (r=0.97).
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Table 3. 1 Kinetic results of the inactivation of P450 2A6-mediated coumarin-7-hydroxylation by 3-EA
Inhibition was determined as described in the Materials and Methods. 3-EA was added to samples
containing different amounts of coumarin, and the formation of 7-OH-coumarine was detected by HPLC
analysis with U1JV and fluorescence. Parameters were determined from the results of nonlinear regression
analyses.
p-EAJ K. Va~ Kc Ki kim.co KI
pM iM iM/pmolfin pM 1pM MR"1  PM
0 14.9 18.4 1325 1325 0.055 33.6
60 14.7 17.6
240 14.8 15.7
480 14.8 13.7
720 14.8 13-2
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Chapter Four
Detection and Semi-quantitation of in vitro DNA Adducts
4.1 Abstract
A considerable body of evidence suggests that local alterations in DNA
conformation caused by adduct formation are the molecular basis of the
mutagenic and carcinogenic effects of alkylanilines. A recent hemoglobin adduct
study of dimethyl- and ethylanilines showed that three of these compounds (3-
ethyaniline [3-EA], 3,5-dimethyaniline [3,5-DMA], and 2,6-dimethyaniline [2,6-
DMA]), are highly associated with bladder cancers. To examine the potential
pathways of Alkylaniline genotoxicity and bioactivation, we assessed DNA
adduct formation by these three compounds using two types of in vitro assays. In
cell-free assays, 14C-labeled alkylanilines were co-incubated with calf thymus
DNA and liver S9 fraction; in cell-based assays, 14C-labeled alkylanilines were
incubated with hepatocytes in primary cell culture. Detection and quantitation of
the 14C-labeled DNA adducts formed in these assays were facilitated by
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS). 3,5-DMA formed high levels of DNA
adducts, suggesting that it is a potent carcinogen, and levels of adduct formation
exhibited inter-species variation. The effects of phase II metabolism on adduct
formation were evaluated by comparing the results obtained from the two types of
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assays and by assessing the effects of phase II enzyme cofactors on the results of
the cell-free assays. Addition of 3'-phosphoadenosine-5'-phosphosulfate (PAPS)
caused an increase in DNA adduct levels for the three alkylanilines, indicating
that sulfotransferase-mediated metabolism promotes alkylaniline cytotoxicity and
mutagenicity. In contrast, addition of the UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (UGT)
cofactor urindine diphosphate-glucuronic acid (UDPGA) decreased adduct
formation by the three alkylanilines, suggesting that glucuronidation provides
protection from alkylaniline cytotoxicity and mutagenicity. The effects of N-
acetyltransferase-mediated metabolism on DNA adduct formation differed for the
three: alkylanilines; acetyl-CoA enhanced adduct formation by 3-EA and 2,6-
DMA, but it reduced 3,5-DMA adduct formation by 53%.
4.2 Introduction
Heterocyclic amines, aromatic amines, and polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons form when meat is cooked at high temperature and are also widely
distributed in the environment as products of fuel combustion and components of
tobacco smoke (1-5). Several rat, mouse, and human studies have shown that
aromatic amines are highly associated with cancer in various organs, including
lung, colon, skin, bladder, and liver (6-10). Mononuclear aromatic amines were
once considered to be less mutagenic than polycyclic amines; however, recent
studies of dimethyl- and ethylaniline hemoglobin adducts have shown that three
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of these compounds, 3-ethylaniline (3-EA), 2,6-dimethylaniline (2,6-DMA), and
3,5-dimethylaniline (3,5-DMA), are highly associated with bladder cancers (4, 11,
12). Furthermore, these studies showed that tobacco smoke does not account for
all human exposure to aromatic amines and that environmental and occupational
exposure may account for a significant proportion of nonsmoking-related
aromatic amine exposure.
The genotoxicity of aromatic amines generally requires bioactivation, the
metabolic conversion of the compounds to their reactive electrophilic derivatives
(13). Early work by Miller and others showed that N-hydroxylation is a
prerequisite for carcinogenic activity (14). The major bioactivation pathways
involve phase I cytochrome P450-mediated N-hydroxylation and phase II
conversion of the resulting N-hydroxylamines to their ester derivatives, which is
generally catalyzed by an N-acetyltransferase (NAT) or a sulfotransferase (SULF)
(15-17). Activated derivatives can covalently bind to DNA or protein and thus
trigger genotoxic damage (18, 19). NAT, SULF, and UGT are believed to be the
major phase II enzymes involved in activation or deactivation of N-
hydroxylamines in this manner (20-25). The relative rates of activation and
detoxification can be critical in the carcinogenic process (26, 27).
In the present study, we examined the genotoxic mechanisms by which three
alkylanilines form DNA adducts. Two types of in vitro bioactivation assays were
used, a cell-free assay and cell-based assay (28, 29). The results of these assays
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validate in vitro DNA adduct formation by these alkylanilines and the potential
effects of phase II metabolic bioactivation. The roles of specific phase II reactions
in DNA adduct formation were examined by assessing the effects of various
phase II enzyme cofactors on adduct formation in cell-free assays. Accelerator
mass spectrometry (AMS) was applied in this study to detect, quantify, and
compare DNA adduct levels, given that it has been successfully used to analyze
complex biological samples containing attomole levels of [14C] from in vitro and
in vivo studies (22, 30-32). Some of the results of the cell-free and cell-based
assays differed, probably because of the role of phase II metabolism in DNA
adduct formation by alkylanilines.
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Chemicals
Pooled human, dog (beagle), and Sprague-Dawley rat liver S9
fractions and an NADPH regenerating system were obtained from BD
Gentest (Wobumrn, MA). Pooled B6CF1 mouse liver S9 fraction was
obtained from XenoTech (Lenexa, KS). Calf thymus DNA (ctDNA), 3-EA,
2,6-DMA, 3,5-DMA, and other chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO), and 14C-3-EA, 14C-2,6-DMA, and 14C-3,5-DMA were
purchased from ARC (St. Louis, MO). A DNeasy Tissue Kit was obtained
from Qiagen (Valencia, CA).
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4.3.2 Instrumentation
ct-DNA extracted by DNeasy Tissue Kit and separated from small 14C-
labeled molecules were separated by 5 pm Shiseido Capcell Pak MF SG 80
column (4.6 mm x 150 mm) at a flow rate of 0.8 mL/min under isocratic
condition on an Agilent 1100 LC system. ct-DNA concentration was
measure by UV at 260 nm and also collected for further AMS analysis
Reverse-phase HPLC analyses and separations of nucleosides and
adducts were performed with a 5 gm Agilent Zorbax Eclipse XDB-C18
column (2.1 mm x 150 mm) at a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min on Agilent 1100
LC system. Mobile phase composition began with 3% acetonitril/ 97%
water for 5 min, and then increased to 80% methanol in 30 min, and the
gradient was maintained at 80% for another 5 min. Nucleosides and their
adducts were monitored by UV at 254 nm and collected for AMS analysis.
Mass spectrometry was conducted in the electrospray ionization mode on a
Agilent MSD trap mass spectrometer. Ions were monitor at mass range of
100-200 or 50-250 m/z.
4.3.3 Sample Preparation
4.3.3.1 in vitro DNA adduct from ct-DNA by S9fraction incubation
In in vitro, cell-free assays for DNA adduct formation, ctDNA (1
mg/mL), human, rat, mouse, and dog S9 fraction (2 mg/mL), and 14C-
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labeled alkylaniline (0.5 nCi) were incubated with an NADPH-
regenerating system in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4) for 6 h at 37 °C.
The final reaction volume was 200 pl. Two types of control reactions
were also performed. Positive-control reactions were performed in the
absence of the NADPH-regenerating system, and method-control
reactions were performed to measure the background radioactivity of
the extracted DNA from non-specific binding. In the latter reactions,
14C-labeled alkylaniline was not added to the reaction mixture until
after the reaction had been terminated by addition of 10 tL 20% TCA
right before the extraction. The ctDNA was dissolved in 50 mM Tris
buffer and sheared by sonication before use.
4.3.3.2 DNA adducts formation in rat hepatocytes
Freshly harvested Sprague-Dawley rat hepatocytes were used in a cell-
based, in vitro assay for DNA adduct formation by alkylanilines. Prior
to use, the initial viability of the hepatocytes was greater than 90%, as
measured using the trypan blue exclusion method. Cells (400 ptL) were
seeded in a 24-well plate at 6 x 106 cells/mL, incubated with 25-
10,000 nM 14C-labeled alkylaniline for 4 h at 37 'C, and pelleted by
centrifugation. The cellular DNA was then extracted, purified,
quantitated, and subjected to AMS analysis. alkylanilines were
dissolved in 0.1% ethanol prior to use.
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4.3.3.3 DNA adduct formation in suspended human hepatocytes
Cryopreserved human hepatocytes were used in cell-based assays for
DNA adduct formation by alkylanilines in vitro. The cells were
resuspended and diluted in Krebs-Henseleit bicarbonate media to 2 x
106 cells/mL and then seeded in 24-well plates at 400 pL/well. The
hepatocytes were exposed to 25, 50, 100, 1000, or 10000 nM 14-C-
labeled alkylaniline for 4 h at 37 'C in an incubator under humidified
air containing 5% CO2. The alkylanilines were dissolved in 0.1%
ethanol prior to use.
4.3.3.4 in vitro assay for DNA adduct formation using fresh rat
hepatocytes
Freshly harvested Sprague-Dawley rat hepatocytes were used in a cell-
based, in vitro assay for DNA adduct formation by alkylanilines. Prior
to use, the initial viability of the hepatocytes was greater than 90%, as
measured using the trypan blue exclusion method. Cells (400 RL) were
seeded in a 24-well plate at 6 x 106 cells/mL, incubated with 25-
10,000 nM 14C-labeled alkylaniline for 4 h at 37 'C, and pelleted by
centrifugation. The cellular DNA was then extracted, purified,
quantitated, and subjected to AMS analysis. alkylanilines were
dissolved in 0.1% ethanol prior to use.
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4.3.3.5 Activation ofphase II conjugation
The role of NAT in formation of 3,5-DMA DNA adducts was assessed
using a modification of the cell-free co-incubation assay. Reaction
mixtures contained 1 mg/mL ctDNA, 2 mg/mL human liver S9
fraction, I AM 14-C-labeled 3,5-DMA, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 1.08
mg/mL acetyl-d,l-carnitine, 0.22 U/mL carnitine acetyltransferase, 0.1
mM acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) and an NADPH-regenerating
system in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4). The final reaction volume was
200 tl. Reaction mixtures were incubated at 37 'C for 6 h. The ctDNA
was extracted, purified, and quantitated after the incubation and
subjected to AMS analysis to determine the amount of covalently
bound radioactivity.
The roles of SULFs and UGTs in formation of 3,5-DMA DNA adducts
were assessed similarly using other modifications of the cell-free co-
incubation assay. SULF reaction mixtures contained I mg/mL ctDNA,
2 mg/mL human liver S9 fraction, 1 PM 14-C-labeled 3,5-DMA, and
0.1 mM phosphoadenosine phosphosulfate (PAPS) in 50 mM Tris
buffer (pH 7.4). UGT reaction mixtures contained I mg/mL ctDNA, 2
mg/mL human liver S9 fraction, 1 PM 14-C-labeled 3,5-DMA, 8 mM
MgCl 2, 25 tg/mL alamethicin, and 2 mM uridine 5'-diphospho-
glucuronic acid (UDPGA) in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4).
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4.3.3.6 Isolation, purification, and quantitation ofDNA
After the cell-free or cell-based incubations were carried out, 100-1tl
aliquots of the reaction mixtures or treated hepatocytes in PBS were
added to 4 gL of RNase and incubated for 2 min. The DNA was then
extracted using a Qiagen DNeasy Tissue Kit according to the protocol
provided by the manufacturer with some modifications. Extracted
DNA was precipitated with 1/10 th vol of 3 M sodium acetate buffer
(pH 5.3) and 2.5 vol of pure ethanol and incubated overnight at -20
'C. The DNA was pelleted by centrifugation at 13,200 rpm for 20 min
and then washed twice with absolute ethanol and twice with
acetonitrile. The washed pellet was air-dried, dissolved in 100 RL of
water, and assayed for purity and quantity using UV spectroscopy
(A260/A280 = 1.8).
4.3.3.7 Detection and quantitation ofDNA adducts using AMS
DNA adduct formation for all assays was detected and quantitated by
AMS conducted by the Biological Engineering Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, as
previously described in detail. In brief, 1 [tL of extracted DNA in
aqueous solution was applied directly to a bed of CuO powder
supported by alumina fiberboard for sample combustion, a process in
which the CuO matrix is locally heated with an IR laser in a sealed
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chamber. The chamber is swept with helium, which transports the
resulting CO2 to the AMS ion source. H20 and any other volatiles
were removed under reduced pressure. A standard consisting of a
solution of [14C-methyl]-BSA was used to calibrate the instrument.
The amount of 14C in each sample was calculated from the ratio of the
integrated peak areas of the sample to the standard. Measurements of
all samples were performed at least twice.
4.4 Results and Discussions
4.4.1 Formation of DNA Adducts in a Cell-free System
In our cell-free, in vitro assay system, ct-DNA was co-incubated with
one of three 14C-labeled alkylanilines (3-EA, 3,5-DMA, or 2,6-DMA) and
one of four different liver S9 fractions (human, rat, mouse, or dog). Total
DNA adduct levels were determined by AMS measurements of 14C
incorporated into the extracted ctDNA. For all three alkylanilines, adduct
formation was NADPH-dependent, confirming that metabolic activation of
the alkylanilines by cytochrome P450 enzymes is necessary for adduct
formation.
4.4.1.1 Adduct formation by 3-EA
Our metabolic profiling study (Chapter 2) showed that 3-EA was N-
hydroxylated more rapidly than were 3,5-DMA and 2,6-DMA.
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However, we found that 3-EA also formed moderately to dramatically
lower levels of DNA adducts than did the other two alkylanilines,
except in the case of the mouse S9 fraction (Table 4.1). The results of
these two studies do not coincide with each other. In the mouse S9
fraction, the amounts of DNA adducts formed by all three
alkylanilines were comparable, suggesting that mouse is a reasonable
animal model for studying DNA adduct formation by these
alkylanilines.
Although 3-EA adduct formation occurred at low levels in S9
fractions, even when 3-EA was at high concentration, 3-EA
concentrations ranging from 25-1000 nM yielded a reasonably linear
dose-response curve, as shown in Figure 4.2. The 3-EA DNA adduct
level was highest (-3.0 x 10-07/base) when 14C-3-EA was used at 1 .tM,
and it dropped slightly to -1.5 x 107/base when the concentration of
14C-3-EA was increased to 25 tM. This decrease cannot be adequately
described by classical Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Several factors may
have contributed to this result. First, the active metabolite responsible
for DNA adduct formation may not be kinetically favored at high
concentrations of 3-EA. In other words, an increase in 3-EA
metabolism may shift the relative ratios or species of metabolites.
Secondly, substrate inhibition, which has been recognized in many
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cytochrome P450-mediated reactions at high substrate concentrations,
may have occurred. A two-site model' with reaction mechanism-based
inactivation has been proposed in most cases of P450 substrate
inhibition.
In this thesis, we hypothesized that 3-EA is a mechanism-based
inactivator which covalently bound to P450(s) via the formation of the
reactive intermediate(s). At high concentration of 3-EA, protein
adduct formation is more favorable kinetically than the DNA adduct
formation which responses for the decrease and plateau the DNA
adduct level of 3-EA. In Chapter 4, this hypothesis was tested and
presented in detail.
Among the co-incubation with liver S9 of different species, 3-EA form
comparable level of DNA adducts to the other two alkylanilines only
by mouse liver S9 which suggests mouse is a good animal model
candidate for studying DNA adduct formation of all three alkylaniline.
4.4.1.2 Adductformation by 3,5-DMA
In liver S9 fractions from all four species, 3,5-DMA formed
significantly higher levels of DNA adducts than did 3-EA or 2,6-
' In this model, the two sites can be neighboring or at a distance within the enzyme active site. In
substrate inhibition, one site favors substrate oxidation and the other site is less favorable or
nonproductive. Therefore, substrate metabolism can be diminished when the second substrate is
present because steric, electronic, or allosteric interactions occur in the active site, leading to a
decrease in activity.
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DMA. This result was particularly pronounced for the human S9
fraction and is consistent with the higher N-hydroxylation rate of 3,5-
DMA. However, the relative amounts of adduct formation observed
for the four species correlate poorly with the relative N-hydroxylation
rates of 3,5-DMA among these species. The data for formation of the
3,5-DMA DNA adduct in the human S9 co-incubation comprise a
reasonably linear dose-response curve over a wide range of substrate
concentrations (25 nm to 10 PM) (Figure 4. 2).
4.4.1.3 Adduct formation by 2,6-DMA
2,6-DMA is the most studied compound among its dimethyl and ethyl
structural isomers, and its carcinogenicity has been well established.
Among the four species of S9 fraction examined, formation of the 2,6-
DMA adduct was most efficient in human. This result is consistent
with the metabolism results, although the differences in 2,6-DMA
adduct levels among species were not as great as the differences in N-
hydroxylation rates among species. At 25 tM, 2,6-DMA formed _10-6
adducts/base in human, dog, and mouse S9 co-incubations, but it
formed only _10-7 adducts/base in the rat liver S9 co-incubation; this
result is consistent with the observation that rat liver microsomes
poorly catalyze N-hydroxylation of 2,6-DMA (33-35). The amount of
2,6-DMA N-hydroxylation catalyzed by dog liver microsomes was
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minimal, but the amount of DNA adduct formation from dog liver S9
co-incubation was moderate. This disparity between the phase I
metabolism results and the cell-free adduct formation results can be
attributed to the complexity of liver S9 fractions and the different
stabilities of metabolites in different S9 fractions. The dose-response
effect for formation of DNA adducts was less dramatic for 2,6-DMA
than for the other two alkylanilines (Figure 4. 2), possibly because the
substrate saturation levels for the relevant enzymes are different for the
different substrates, resulting in different kinetic profiles.
4.4.1.4 Summary
All three alkylanilines formed DNA adducts in our cell-free system.
Our results show that adduct formation is NADPH-dependent, which
indicates that bioactivation by cytochrome P450 enzymes is a required
step. 3,5-DMA adducts were detected in human, rat, and dog liver S9
fractions co-incubated with ctDNA at levels of 10-5 adducts/base. At
high alkylaniline concentrations (25 gM), adduct formation rates for
3,5-DMA were at least 5-fold higher than were those for 3-EA and
2,6-DMA (Table 4.1). At low doses (25-1000 nM), however, the
difference was only -2- or 3-fold (Figure 4. 2). The different
metabolism profiles of the three compounds indicates that the catalytic
capacities of a liver S9 fraction for the compounds are unequal,
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leading to different relative amounts of active metabolites of each
compound at different alkylaniline concentrations. This phenomenon
may also explain the change in dose response observed over a wide
concentration of substrate. In summary, of the three carcinogenic
alkylanilines, 3,5-DMA was the most favorable substrate for formation
of DNA adducts in our cell-free bioactivation assay, suggesting that
3,5-DMA is the most potent carcinogen among its structural isomers.
4.4.2 Formation of DNA Adducts in a Cell-based System
4.4.2.1 Rat hepatocytes
Rat hepatocytes were incubated with one of the three 14C-labeled
alkylanilines for four hours, and the 14C-labeled DNA was extracted
and analyzed for adduct formation by AMS. When rat hepatocytes
were incubated for more than four hours, their viability decreased by
more than 15%. All three alkylanilines formed DNA adducts over a
wide concentration range, and the amount of DNA adduct formation
was dose-dependent (Figure 4.3). Adduct formation was approximately
linear from 25 to 100 nM, and it reached near-constant levels of -10,
300, and 40 adducts/10 8 bases for 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA,
respectively.
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4.4.2.2 Human hepatocytes
Four-hour incubations of human hepatocytes with any of the 14C-
labeled alkylanilines (Figure 4. 4) resulted in higher levels of adduct
formation than were observed for rat hepatocytes under the same
conditions. In addition, more 3-EA adducts were formed in human
hepatocytes than 2,6-DMA adducts; this result is the converse of that
observed in the cell-free S9 co-incubation and rat hepatocyte assays
(Figure 4. 2, Figure 4. 3, and Figure 4. 4). For all three alkylanilines, DNA
adduct formation in human hepatocytes was dose-dependent, with
good linearity over a wider dose range (25 nM to 10 [M) than that
observed in rat hepatocytes. At 10 tM, 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA
formed 600, 6000, and 300 adducts/10 8 bases, respectively.
4.4.2.3 Summary
In our cell-based assay, DNA adducts of 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-
DMA formed more readily in human than in rat hepatocytes under the
same conditions (Figure 4.5). This result is consistent with the results of
our previous in vitro metabolism study, showing that human liver
microsomes have a higher catalytic capacity toward 3-EA, 3,5-DMA,
and 2,6-DMA than do rat liver microsomes. This higher capacity also
accounts for the broader range of linear dose-dependence observed in
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human hepatocytes. In terms of relative amounts of DNA adducts
formed, the ranks of 3-EA and 2,6-DMA were reversed in human vs.
rat hepatocytes (Figure 4. 3 and Figure 4. 4), which is consistent with the
relative metabolic profiles of human and rat. In both human and rat
hepatocytes, the level of adduct formation by 3,5-DMA was at least 10
times that of 3-EA and 2,6-DMA, suggesting that 3,5-DMA is the
most potent carcinogen among these three alkylanilines.
4.4.3 Comparison of the Results from Cell-free and Cell-based Assays
We examined DNA adduct formation by 3-EA, 2,6-DMA, and 3,5-
DMA in vitro using both cell-based and cell-free assays. By using the cell-
based assay system, which is more complex than the cell-free, S9-based
system, we hoped to gain additional insights that would aid in elucidating
the bioactivation pathways for these alkylanilines. We also monitored and
compared the results of these assays to evaluate the rat as an animal model
for the human effects of alkylanilines.
DNA adducts of 3,5-DMA, 2,6-DMA, and 3-EA formed in both
types of in vitro assay. For each alkylaniline concentration, higher levels of
adducts formed in hepatocytes than in the S9 co-incubation system (Figure
4.5). For example, the amount of 3-EA DNA adduct was at least 50 times
higher in human hepatocytes than it was in the human liver S9 co-incubation
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system (Figure 4.5). This result suggests that hepatocytes can provide factors
that enhance adduct formation, perhaps by affecting phase II activation or
other metabolic activation pathways. To more closely investigate the role of
phase II conjugations such as acetylation, sulfation, and glucuronidation in
alkylaniline bioactivation, we monitored the levels of DNA adduct
formation in modified versions of the cell-free assay, as described below.
4.4.4 Bioactivation and Detoxification by Phase II Metabolisms
4.4.4.1 NAT-mediated activation and detoxification
We next sought to determine the role of NAT-catalyzed formation of
ester derivatives of N-hydroxylated alkylaniline metabolites in DNA
adduct formation. Addition of the NAT enzyme cofactor acetyl-CoA to
the cell-free assay system strongly inhibited DNA adduct formation by
2,6-DMA and 3-EA, decreasing DNA adduct amounts by 78 and 28%,
respectively. In contrast, addition of acetyl-CoA significantly enhanced
DNA adduct formation by 3,5-DMA by 53% (Figure 4. 7). Two possible
mechanisms might explain these different outcomes: (1) N-
hydroxylated-3,5-DMA may be further activated by O-acetylation, so
that it more readily forms the active nitrenium derivative when acetyl-
CoA is present. 3-EA and 2,6-DMA, on the other hand, may be good
substrates for detoxification by N-acetylation, which competes with
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phase I N-hydroxylation, and 3,5-DMA may not be a favorable substrate
for this detoxification process. (2) All three alkylanilines may be
oxidized to their N-hydroxylated derivatives without prior N-acetylation
and may then be O-acetylated by NATs, but the conjugated metabolites
of 3-EA 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA have different stabilities. These
possible mechanisms may explain the high level of 3,5-DMA adduct
formation in hepatocytes. In human hepatocytes, the amount of 2,6-
DMA adduct may be reduced, which may contribute to the reduced
amount of the 2,6-DMA adduct relative to the 3-EA adduct.
4.4.4.2 UGT-mediated activation and detoxification
Glucuronidation is a major pathway of xenobiotic biotransformation in
all mammalian species except members of the cat family. In a previous
study, glucuronidation was shown to be essential for the carcinogenic
effects of heterocyclic amines; because the glucuronidated metabolites
of heterocyclic amines are labile under acidic conditions, they release
active intermediates (nitrenium ions) that can then react with DNA or
other biological macromolecules (21). The results of the present study
show that glucuronidation is a detoxification pathway for 3-EA, 3,5-
DMA, and 2,6-DMA at neutral pH (Figure 4. 7). Glucuronidation
decreased DNA adduct formation by the three alkylanilines to a similar
extent (39, 45, and 27%, respectively), indicating that glucuronidation is
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probably not the major factor causing the disparate results observed for
the cell-free and cell-based systems at neutral pH. Under acidic
conditions, however, glucuronidation may enhance DNA adduct
formation, since the glucuronidated metabolites of these alkylanilines
are not equally stable (20).
4.4.4.3 SULF-mediated activation and detoxification
Our results indicated that sulfation promotes the genotoxicity of 3-EA,
3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA, but to different extents. Addition of PAPS to
the cell-free assay increased adduct formation by 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and
2,6-DMA by 47, 42, and 13%, respectively (Figure 4.7).
4.4.4.4 Summary
We observed changes in the level of DNA adduct formation by 3-EA,
3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA when phase II cofactors were added to the cell-
free S9 co-incubation assay, indicating that phase II bioactivation is
important for DNA adduct formation by alkylanilines. Interestingly,
these three structural isomers had disparate responses to the individual
phase II cofactors, particularly to the NAT-mediated pathway cofactor
acetyl-CoA. In other words, phase II metabolism can either activate or
detoxify N-hydroxylated metabolites through conjugation and thus
suppress or promote genotoxicity to unequal degrees. This phenomenon
may explain the observed differences in both the total amount of adducts
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formed for all three alkylanilines and the relative ranks of the
alkylanilines for the cell-free vs. cell-based assays. For example, 3-EA
can be N-hydroxylated efficiently by human liver microsomes, but in the
cell-free assay very low levels of 3-EA DNA adduct were found, and 3-
EA formed less DNA adduct than did 2,6-DMA. The relative levels of
adduct formation by 3-EA and 2,6-DMA were switched in the cell-based
assay, which may be attributed to the different extent of detoxification
by NAT (Figure 4.7).
4.5 Conclusions
The excellent detection limit provided by AMS has enabled us to monitor
low levels of DNA adduct formation as an end point for studying the carcinogenic
pathways of alkylanilines. DNA adduct formation was detected and quantitated in
the presence of trace doses of 14C-labeled alkylanilines in two types of in vitro
assays. Levels of adduct formation measured in cell-free and cell-based assays
revealed clear inter-species differences. Results of the cell-based assay suggest
that mouse is an ideal animal model for studying the carcinogenicity of 3-EA, 3,5-
DMA, and 2,6-DMA. In both assays, 3,5-DMA formed significantly higher levels
of DNA adducts than did 3-EA and 2,6-DMA, indicating that 3,5-DMA may be a
potent genotoxic agent. The cell-free and cell-based assays yielded dissimilar
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results for 3-EA, suggesting that human hepatocytes provide additional metabolic
activation mechanisms for 3-EA.
Our results from modified cell-free assays indicate that glucuronidation
detoxifies all three alkylanilines at neutral pH. Glucuronidation of N-hydroxylated
metabolites may enhance genotoxicity at low pH, however, due to the low
stability of glucuronidated metabolites (20). Sulfation increased adduct formation
for all three alkylanilines, but to different degrees. This result is similar to those
from previous studies of heterocyclic and polycyclic amines indicating that
sulfation activates DNA adduct formation. NAT-mediated conjugation detoxified
3-EA and 2,6-DMA but activated 3,5-DMA, suggesting NAT metabolism of these
compounds occurs via different pathways.
The cell-free and cell-based assays used in this study provided
complementary insights regarding the bioactivation mechanisms of 3-EA, 3,5-
DMA, and 2,6-DMA. The effects of phase I oxidation can be monitored and
evaluated using the cell-free assay, which is easily modified to provide a fast and
cost-effective approach for studying biotransformation and bioactivation of
carcinogens. On the other hand, cell-based assays provide a cellular environment
in which the roles of both phase I and II metabolism can be assessed.
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Table 4. 1. DNA adduct formation by 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DNA in a cell-free, in vitro
bioactivation assay
Data were obtained by co-incubation of 25 pM 14C-labeled alkylaniline (3-EA, 3,5-DMA, or 2,6-
DMA) with human, rat, mouse, or dog liver S9 fraction in the presence or absence (control) of an
NADPH regenerating system. Data shown represent the mean ± S.D. of adducts formed/10 8 bases;
N=4.
3-EA 3,5-DMA 2,6-DMA
human
experiment 15±3 1392±74 258±187
experiment 30±5 1101±204 50±39
dog
experiment 22±1 727±37 180153
mouserm 2 3
experiment 162±9 139±,35 146±22
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Figure 4. 1 AMS detection of 2,6-DMA DNA adducts formed in a cell-free, in vitro system.
14C-2,6-DMA and mouse S9 fraction were co-incubated in the presence of ctDNA and an
NADPH regenerating system. The ctDNA was extracted, and AMS was used to measure the
incorporated radioactivity. DNA concentrations were measured and normalized prior to AMS
analysis. Radioactivity was determined by integration of peak areas, which were calibrated with
standard injections (Peaks 1 and 11). Peaks 2, 3, and 4 represent control incubations performed
without the NADPH regenerating system. Peaks 5, 6, and 7 represent method controls to
determine the background radioactivity after DNA extraction. Peaks 8, 9, and 10 represent three
independent co-incubations of 14C-2,6-DMA, ctDNA, and mouse S9 fraction (see 4.3.3).
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Figure 4. 2 In vitro formation of DNA adducts by 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA in a human
liver S9 fraction co-incubation system
The S9 fraction was co-incubated with 25, 100, or 1000 nM 14C-labeled alkylaniline in a cell-free
system for 6 h at 37 °C. DNA adduct levels were determined by AMS analysis, as described in
section 4.3.3.
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Figure 4. 3 Dose-response curves for DNA adduct formation by 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-
DMA in rat hepatocytes
Fresh Sprague-Dawley male rat hepatocytes were treated with a single dose of 1
4C-labeled
alkylaniline and incubated for 4 h. DNA adduct levels were measured by AMS (N = 4). The data
are plotted on a log-log scale.
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Figure 4. 4 Dose-response curves for DNA adduct formation by 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-
DMA in human hepatocytes.
Cryopreserved human hepatocytes were treated with a single dose of 1
4C-labeled alkylaniline and
incubated for 4 h. DNA adduct levels were measured by AMS (N = 4). The data are plotted on a
log-log scale.
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Figure 4. 5 Comparison of alkylaniline adduct formation in human and rat hepatocytes
The dose-response data for DNA adduct formation by (a) 3-EA, (b) 3,5-DMA, and (c) 2,6-
DMA in human and rat cell-based assays are shown. (N=4; error bars=S.D.)
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Figure 4. 6 Comparison of dose-response curves obtained for DNA adduct formation by
alkylanilines in two types of in vitro assays
Dose-response curves for DNA adduct formation by (a) 3-EA, (b) 3,5-DMA, and (c) 2,6-DMA in
cell-free vs. cell-based assays are shown. (N=4; error bars=S.D.)
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Figure 4. 7 Effects of phase II conjugation on DNA adduct formation by alkylanilines
Co-incubation assays were carried out in the presence of one of the phase II enzyme cofactors
acetyl-CoA, PAPS, or UDPGA. Data are expressed as percent change in alkylaniline adduct
formation relative to the control reaction performed in the absence of cofactor. Error bars = S.D.,
N=5.
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Chapter Five
Conclusion and Prospective
5.1 Conclusion
The general objective of the work presented in this thesis was to understand
the in vitro bioactivation of and DNA adduct formation by three alkylanilines, 3-
EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA, which are associated with bladder cancers,
according to a previous hemoglobin adduct study. It has been hypothesized that the
genotoxicity may be attributed to a multi-step metabolic activation of the parent
amine to its nitrenium ion prior to the formation of DNA adducts. In order to
determine the validity of this hypothesis, it is critical to have an understanding of
the biochemistry of these compounds as a prerequisite to studying their biological
impacts.
This thesis has focused on investigating the formation of N-hydroxyl
metabolites and DNA adducts of these three alkylanilines. Both cell-free and cell-
based assays were applied in this study which provided complementary insights
regarding the bioactivation mechanisms of 3-EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA. The
effects of phase I oxidation were monitored and evaluated by using the cell-free
assay, which is easily modified to provide a fast and cost-effective approach for
studying biotransformation and bioactivation of the carcinogens. On the other hand,
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cell-based assays provide a cellular environment in which the roles of both Phase I
and II metabolisms can be assessed.
The excellent detection limit provided by AMS has enabled us to monitor low
levels of DNA adduct formation as an end point for studying the carcinogenic
pathways of alkylanilines. DNA adduct formation was detected and semi-
quantitated in the presence of trace doses of 14C-labeled alkylanilines. By
connecting the kinetic results of N-hydroxylation to the level of the DNA adducts
altered by monoclonal antibodies and chemical inhibitors, CYPs involved in the
carcinogenic mechanisms of these alkylanilines were identified and the necessity
of P450-mediated metabolisms for the genotoxic events was also verified. Levels
of adduct formation measured in cell-free and cell-based assays revealed clear
inter-species differences. In both assays, 3,5-DMA formed significantly higher
levels of DNA adducts than did 3-EA and 2,6-DMA, indicating that 3,5-DMA may
be a potent genotoxic agent. The cell-free and cell-based assays yielded dissimilar
results for 3-EA, suggesting that human hepatocytes provide crucial mechanisms
for 3-EA, such as Phase II conjugation.
The effects of Phase II metabolisms upon DNA adduct formation have been
studied. The work has indicated that glucuronidation detoxifies all three
alkylanilines at neutral pH; however, glucuronidation may enhance genotoxicity
due to the low stability of glucuronidated metabolites in different pH environments.
Sulfation has increased adduct levels of all three alkylanilines, but to different
degrees, which agrees with those results from previous studies of heterocyclic and
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polycyclic amines indicating that sulfation activates DNA adduct formation. NAT-
mediated conjugation detoxified 3-EA and 2,6-DMA but activated 3,5-DMA,
suggesting NAT metabolisms of these compounds occurs via different pathways.
Alternatively theses reactive intermediates may immediately bind to the
enzyme covalently during the metabolism. Through a classic kinetic analysis, this
thesis also revealed that 3-EA is a mechanism-based inactivator to the coumarin 7-
hydroxylase activity of human CYP2A6 in a time-, concentration-, and NADPH-
dependent and noncompetitive manner. AMS data provided solid evidence that 3-
EA inactivated the enzyme through a covalent binding to human CYP2A6.
Cytochrome P450 2A6 is involved in the metabolisms of various carcinogenic
compounds and only comprises a small percentage of all human liver P450. A
minor change in CYP2A6 catalytic activity as a result of any factor might shift the
dynamics of biological events. In this manner, the change of this particular P450
may be crucial when an individual's level of active CYP2A6 will determine the
adverse response of exposure to these carcinogenic or genotoxic compounds. Our
results suggest that 3-EA has more than one biological effect in the human body
via multiple pathways; 3-EA forms a protein adduct to CYP2A6, which might
complicate the bioactivation of aromatic amines and other carcinogenic compounds
activated by CYP2A6.
Possible animal models for future studies of alkylaniline metabolism and
carcinogenesis in humans were also evaluated. The results from in vitro metabolic
profiling and DNA adduct formation studies indicate that mouse may be a more
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appropriate animal model than rat or dog. However, this conclusion is based solely
on studies of phase I metabolism and DNA adduct formation by the cell-free assay.
The possible effects resulting from phase II metabolisms was not fully evaluated.
5.2 Prospective and Future Research
This work has evaluated the metabolic activation and adduct formations of 3-
EA, 3,5-DMA, and 2,6-DMA. Our particular interest was 3,5-DMA, since it has
formed significant levels of DNA adducts in both in vitro assays. In order to
correlate the biological outcome and the mechanisms, it will be critical to
understand the Phase II metabolisms and identify the DNA adducts in vitro and in
vivo. Presently, no direct clinical evidence of and/or relationship between the DNA
adduct level and the cancer risk has been established. Conducting an epidemiology
study and/or an animal model to validate the relationships of the exposure,
bioactivation, DNA damage, and carcinogenesis qualitatively and quantitatively
will be vital. At same time, exploring the utility of the adducts as a biomarker of
the risk assessment for bladder cancers is a worthwhile pursuit.
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1. Metabolism rates of 2,6-DMA, 3,5-DMA, and 3-EA by microsomes of different species
2. Reaction rates of N-hydroxylation of 2,6-DMA, 3,5-DMA, and 3-EA by individual
human and rat CYP isozyme
3. Reaction rate of 2-EA metabolism by human liver microsome, human CYP isozymes, rat
liver microsome, rat CYP isozymes, and dog liver microsomes
4. Reaction rate of 3-EA metabolism by human liver microsome, human CYP isozymes, rat
liver microsome, rat CYP isozymes, and dog liver microsomes
5. Reaction rate of 4-EA metabolism by human liver microsome, human CYP isozymes, rat
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6. Characterization of 3,5-DMA nucleoside adducts
(6-1) Scheme of experimental design
(6-2) Method and material
7. Possible structures of nucleoside adducts of 3,5-DMA
(7-1) 2'-deoxyguanosine
(7-2) 2'-deoxyadenosine
(7-3) 2'-deoxycytidine
8. LC/ESI-MS chromatograms of synthetic nucleoside adducts of 3,5-DMA
9. HPLC separation of nucleoside adducts from DNA digestion and chemical synthesis
10. Purification of total DNA from cultured hepatocytes
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Metabolite HILM' HPM-ns* HPM-s' RLMe RP.-* MLM' DLM
3-Ethylaniuie Ethyl- and ring-OH-3-EA 82 53 67 57 6 n.d. 69
N-OH-3-EA 36 7 7 7 n.d. 12 6
3,5.-Dimethylaniline p-OH-and o-OH-3,5-DMA 57 13 44 19 4 11 79
N-OH4-3,5-DMA 29 nd. 4 5 9 5 9
2.6-Dimeth)nlaie p-COH-2,6-DMA' 200 n.d. 3 12 1 209 30
N-0-2,6&,DWA 18 2 n.d. 2 3 7 1
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ad: metaboliedetected (•QN3)
*HLM& bm liver m•iacmes: HM-n Imma pulmonirymcrosames-nou moke HPfM-s Ru polkmo, snacosomes-smoker RLM• rat ver
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Metabolism rates of 2,6-DMA, 3,5-DMA, and 3-EA by microsomes of different species
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Substrate 2,6-Dimethylaniline 3,5-Dimethylaniline 3-Ethylaniline
Human
CYP1AI n.d. 26 76
CYPIA2 n.d. 163 75
CYP 2E1 48 266 227
CYP 2A6 860 1009 nrLd.
Rat
CYP 1A2 n.d. 37 n.d.
CYP 2EI 42 285 197
Reactinrate: fDolIiJIl
nad.: non-detectable (SIN>3)
Reaction rates of N-hydroxylation of 2,6-DMA, 3,5-DMA, and 3-EA by
individual human and rat CYP isozyme
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2-Ethylaniline
Retention e Mr2-EA* Mr2-2EA* Mr-2-EA* N-OH-2-EA
7.0 min I0.9 min 14.9 Smin 15.8 min
Hun=na ernicrosomes 101 5 31 10
Human CYP lA1 162 41 28 n.d.
Human CYP 1A2 1388 70 183 n.L
Human CYP 1B1 549 81 58 n.d.
Human CYP 2E1 164 n.d. 761 233
Human CYP 2A6 322 13 182 46
Rat liver microsomes 74 3 7 8
Rat CYP IA1 189 44 17 39
Rat CYP 1A2 1463 166 89 223
Rat CYP 2E1 1652 70 311 n.d.
Dog liver microsomes 96 6 48 1
Mouse livermirosomes I n.d. 1 4
Reactim rate- microsaoms: pmolhntavg indWid&al P450i tuolr pminVl
* Ml-, •O , ad• 3-2-Ek- unidmied metabolites of 2-Ethylmline
tuQOH-2-EA N-Pydwxyl-2-ethylanibut
a.d.: non-dtectawble (SWN>3)
Reaction rate of 2-EA metabolism by human liver microsome, human CYP
isozymes, rat liver microsome, rat CYP isozymes, and dog liver microsomes
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3-Ethylaniline
Retention time M1-3-EA* M2-3-EA* M3-3-EA- N-OH-3-EAt
8.3 min 10.8 min 14.8 min 16-1 min
Human liver microsomes 39 n.d 43 36
Human GYP 1AI 1608 n.d. 152 76
HumanCYP 1A2 1582 179 149 75
Human CYP 1B1 392 n.d. n.d. 52
Human CYP 2E1 88 n.d. 680 227
Human CYP 2A6 n.d. n-d. n.d. n-d.
Rat liver microsomes 41 1 12 7
Rat CYP 1AI 223 88 n.d. nd.
Rat CYP 1A2 947 181 40 n.d.
Rat CYP 2EI 126 97 810 197
Dog liver microsomes 31 13 25 6
Mouse liver microsomes n.d. n.d. n-d. 12
Reaction rate: microsomes-pmolmming; individual P450--fmolnmminpmol
* M-. M 2-, and M3-3-EA: unidentified metabolites of 3-Etylaniline.
'N-OH-3-EA: NLhydroxyl-3-ethylmaniline.
ad.: non-detectable (S/N-3)
Reaction rate of 3-EA metabolism by human liver microsome, human CYP
isozymes, rat liver microsome, rat CYP isozymes, and dog liver microsomes
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4-Ethylaniline
Retention time M1-4-EA* M2-4-EA* N-OH-4-EAt6.3 min 14.6 mrin 16.1 min
Human liver microsomes 29 8 5
Human CYP 1A1 206 n.d. n.d.
Human CYP 1A2 214 nd. n.d.
Human CYP 1BI 228 n.d. n.d.
Human CYP 2E 1 1153 154 171
Human CYP 2A6 121 n.d. 27
Rat liver microsomes 31 9 9
Rat CYP 1A t 244 n.d. n.d.
Rat CYP 1A2 639 n.d. nd.
Rat CYP 2E1 3612 1060 347
Dog liver microsomes 30 10 5
Mouse liver microsomes 1 1 4
Reaction rate- microsomes: pmomininlg; individual P450:. fmol'minipmol.
M,- and M2- 4-EA: unidentified metabohlites of 4-Ethylaniline.
N-OH-4-EA: N-hydroxyl-4-ethylaniline.
nd.: non-detectable (S,4>3)
Reaction rate of 4-EA metabolism by human liver microsome, human CYP
isozymes, rat liver microsome, rat CYP isozymes, and dog liver microsomes
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Characterization of 3,5-DMA nucleoside adducts
(6-1) Scheme of experimental design
Calf thymus DNA + liver S9 + ( 2C- or 14C-) Alkylaniline
Hepatocytes +14C-Alkylaniline
Alkyl-nitrobenzene I I
SReduction
N-OH-alkylaniline
I O-acetylation
Ae~~w~xaIlkanilina
ds
Nudceo
DNA extraction Secondary purification
I Intact DNA
DNA digestion
j,-wy y.; t= •|
Addition
4-alkylaniline HPLC separation
ides NMR, UV, MS Nucleasukdeks
Analysis IdentificationAnalys(offline AMS, UV and, MS)(ofieAMS, UV and, MS)
Detection
Quantitation
(UV and AMS)
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(6-2) Method and Material
Chemicals
Pooled human liver S9 and NADPH regenerating system were obtained
from BD Gentest (Wobumrn, MA). Cryopreserved pooled human hepatocytes were
provided by Richard Gallegos at Millennium Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 14C-3-
Ethylanilines, 14C-2,6-Dimethylanilines, and 14C-3,5-Dimethylaniline were
purchased from ARC (St. Louis, MO). Nuclease P1 and Alkaline Phosphatase
were from Roche (Mannheim, Germany). Calf-thymus DNA, 3-EA, 2,6-DMA,
3,5-DMA, nucleosides and other chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO). DNeasy Tissue Kit was obtained from Qiagen (Valencia, CA).
Instrumentation
ct-DNA extracted by DNeasy Tissue Kit and separated from small 14C-
labeled molecules were separated by 5 gm Shiseido Capcell Pak MF SG 80
column (4.6 mm x 150 mm) at a flow rate of 0.8 mL/min under isocratic
condition on an Agilent 1100 LC system. ct-DNA concentration was measure by
UV at 260 nm and also collected for further AMS analysis
Reverse-phase HPLC analyses and separations of nucleosides and adducts
were performed with a 5 tm Agilent Zorbax Eclipse XDB-C18 column (2.1 mm
x 150 mm) at a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min on Agilent 1100 LC system. Mobile
phase composition began with 3% acetonitril/ 97% water for 5 min, and then
increased to 80% methanol in 30 min, and the gradient was maintained at 80% for
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another 5 min. Nucleosides and their adducts were monitored by UV at 254 nm
and collected for AMS analysis. Mass spectrometry was conducted in the
electrospray ionization mode on a Agilent MSD trap mass spectrometer. Ions
were monitor at mass range of 100-200 or 50-250 m/z.
Nucleosides adduct purification and digestion
DNA pellets from S9 incubation or hepatocytes (see Chapter 3) were
dissolved in 370 tL 30 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 5.3) before added 30 uL
NP1 (0.3 U/tL). Incubation was conducted in a shaking water bath at 37 oC for 3
hours prior to second digestion by adding 40 gL 500 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH
8.8) and 30 uL AP (0.1 U/uL) for overnight incubation at 37 TC in a water bath.
Separation and collection of individual nucleoside adduct by HPCL were
conducted after centrifugation of the digestion mixture at 13200 rpm for 15
minutes by using Microcon YM-10 (MW 10,000). Fractions were analyzed by
AMS to locate the retention time of individual adduct.
Same experiment was also contacted by using non-radio labeled 2,6-DMA, 3,5-
DMA, and 3-EA in higher concentration (150 tM) for LC/MS analyses.
Nucleoside Adduct synthesis and purification
Nucleosides adducts were synthesized by reacting individual dN with N-
AcO-alkylanilines, obtained from acetylation reaction of N-OH-alkylaniline.
Synthetic procedure of N-hydroxyl compounds was described in Chapter Two.
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Acetylation reaction was conducted in ice bath. 0.5 mg N-OH-alkylaniline was
dissolved in 1 mL 50% dimethyl formamide/water solution and added 20 tL of
acetic acid. After 3 minutes, four portion of 12 tL of acetic anhydride were added
in 2 minutes. Five minute ice-bath incubation was followed by adding 10 tiL
methanol to stop the reaction. Reaction mixture was dried in a SpeedVac and
reconstituted in 100 tL of pure methanol before nucleoside acetylation.
2'-deoxyadenosine, 2'-deoxycytidine, and 2'-deoxyguanosine were dissolve at a
concentration of 1 mg/mL in 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). 700 tL of
each 2'-deoxynucleoside solution was kept in room temperature. Four portions of
25 tL of N-acetoxyl-3,5-DMA reaction mixture from previous acetylation were
added in intervals of 1 minute, followed by 6 hour stirring at room temperature.
Upon evaporation to dryness, the mixture was dissolved in water. The unreacted
salt was removed by one volume dichloromethane twice till the organic layer
became colorless, and ethyl acetate extraction was performed twice afterward.
Organic phase extracts were combined and dried in SpeedVac. Precipitate was
dissolved in water and characterized by HPLC/UV, LC/MS, and LC/MS/MS.
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(7-2) structure 2'-deoxyadenosine adducts of 3,5-DMA
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7(7-3) structure of 2'deoxycytidine adducts of 3,5-DMA
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Blue lines represent the EIC of precursor ion (MH÷) of dA, dC, and dG adducts;
red lines represent the EIC after the loss of sugar on nucleoside (sugar=-l 16).
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Each blank circle represents a AMS result of a HPLC fraction (30-sec interval)
from a digested DNA sample. Colored lines represent the EIC of the precursor
ions (MH+) of the nucleoside adducts from chemical reactions.
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Purification of total DNA from cultured hepatocytes
1) Centrifuge the hepatocytes (0.8 million cells) for 5 minutes at 300 x g.
Resuspend pellet in 200 gL PBS.
2) Add 20 gL proteinase K and 200 il Buffer AL to each sample, mix thoroughly
by vertexing, and incubate at 700C for 10 minutes.
3) Pipet the mixture from previous step into the DNeasy Mini spin column placed
in a 2 mL collecting tube. Centrifuge at 8000 rpm for 1 minute. Discard flow-
through and collection tube.
4) Place the DNeasy Mini spin columns in a new 2 mL collection tubes, add 500
gL Buffer AWl and centrifuge for 1 minute at 8000 rpm. Discard flow-through
and collection tube.
5) Repeat the wash once described in step 4.
6) Place the DNeasy Mini spin column in a new 2 mL collection tube, add 500 [L
Buffer AW2 and centrifuge for 3 minutes at 14000 rpm to dry the DNeasy
membrane. Discard flow-through and collection tube.
7) Repeat step 6 once.
8) Place the DNeasy Mini spin column in a clean 1.5 mL or 2mL microcentrifuge
tube, and pipet 100 iL Buffer AE directly onto the DNeasy membrane. Incubate
at room temperature for 1 minute and then centrifuge for 1 minute at 8000 rpm
to elute.
9) Repeat elution once as described in step 8.
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